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SUGGESTION IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS’ MOTIONS TO DISMISS
Comes now, the plaintiff Samuel K. Lipari appearing pro se and respectfully requests that the
court deny the defendants’ motions for dismissal for the following reasons:
The defendants cite to interim orders against the plaintiff in the Kansas District Court and urge the
court to abandon the controlling standard for dismissal this court is required to apply: “…we deem the facts
that Duvall pleaded properly to be true; we construe his averments liberally; and we draw any inference
that is reasonable and fair from the facts pleaded. Stiffelman v. Abrams, 655 S.W.2d 522, 525 (Mo. banc
1983).” Duvall v. Silvers, Asher, Sher & McLaren, M.D.'s, 998 S.W.2d 821 at 823 (Mo. App.W.D., 1999).
In seeking to discredit the plaintiff and the truthfulness of his claims the defendants are nakedly asking this
court to rule contrary to The US Supreme Court in Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007).
The Missouri Supreme Court quoting Nazeri v. Mo. Valley College, 860 S.W.2d 303, 306 (Mo.
banc 1993) has recently instructed this circuit that:
“A motion to dismiss for failure to state a cause of action is solely a test of the adequacy of the
plaintiff's petition. It assumes that all of plaintiff's averments are true, and liberally grants to plaintiff
all reasonable inferences therefrom. No attempt is made to weigh any facts alleged as to whether
they are credible or persuasive. Instead, the petition is reviewed in an almost academic manner, to
determine if the facts alleged meet the elements of a recognized cause of action, or of a cause that
might be adopted in that case.”
Jones v. Jackson County Circuit Court, 162 S.W.3d 53 (Mo, 2005).
The chief judge of the US District Court for the Western District of Missouri was overturned by
the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals for denying an injunction against the State of Missouri for attempting
to limit the provision of hospital supplies specifically durable medical equipment including wheelchairs,
wheelchair batteries and repairs, orthotics, orthopedic devices, parenteral nutrition, augmentative
communication devices, hospital beds, bed rails, lifts, and other prosthetics as the State Legislature
attempted to respond to the present defendants artificial inflation of hospital supply costs as described in
the plaintiff’s complaint. The Eighth Circuit in Lankford v. Sherman, 451 F.3d 496 (8th Cir., 2006) ruled
that the district court failed to consider three of the four factors that would have entitled the Lankford
plaintiffs to enjoin the state’s limitation on providing hospital supplies on the grounds that Missouri’s
exclusion of medical supplies to some groups was unreasonable.
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On July 22, 2008 the defendants CoxHealth and Robert H. Bezanson announced a $60 Million
Dollar Settlement with the US Department of Justice over the conduct of obtaining higher rates of
reimbursement from Medicare described in the plaintiff’s present complaint. See exb 1 Cox Press Release.
The announcement was made the same day that the plaintiff responded to the former US Attorney for the
Western District of Missouri Bradley J. Schlozman’s motion to dismiss federal RICO charges arguing the
current US Attorney John Wood could not serve as defense counsel to Schlozman because Wood
participated with Schlozman in obstructing the criminal prosecution of CoxHealth and other hospital
officials including Robert H. Bezanson that had been initiated by Todd Graves on the basis of Grand Jury
findings. See exb 2 Suggestion opposing Schlozman at pages 2 to 8 on Wood’s standing generally and
discussing the present state action.
The plaintiff had discovered US Attorney Todd Graves had been unlawfully fired like US
Attorney Carol Lam for investigating Medicare fraud See exb 3. Graves was Ninth US Attorney press
release. The revelation that former US Attorney General Alberto Gonzales had lied to the US Senate
Judiciary Committee by stating a month before the plaintiff’s press release that there were only eight fired
US Attorneys and that Attorney General Alberto Gonzales had been sandbagging the False Claims Act
prosecution of the defendant Novation LLC led to Gonzales’ resignation. See exb 4 Gonzales Sandbagging
press release.
The Blue Cross Blue Shield practice of giving preferential treatment and reimbursement rates as
part of an anticompetitive Missouri hospital cartel to facilitate antitrust violations that the plaintiff
described in his complaint involving Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas City’s claim processing center
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas (until early this year) was found to adequately state a claim for
Missouri state law antitrust violations of price fixing and monopolization in violation of antitrust provisions
in Section 416.031, RSMo 2000 in Kansas City Urology, P.A. v. United Healthcare Services, No. 0516CV04219. The Western District Court of Appeals however found that unlike the plaintiff in the present
case, the physician’s group plaintiff could not be the private attorney general to vindicate the antitrust
policies of the state because they were in a contract with the defendants that imposed valid arbitration
requirements. Kansas City Urology, P.A. v. United Healthcare Services, No. WD 67814 (Mo. App.
7/15/2008).
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1. The Defendants’ Assertion of Res Judicata
The doctrine of res judicata refers to the effect of a prior judgment on a subsequent judicial
proceeding. Vinson v. Vinson, 725 S.W.2d 121, 123 (Mo.App., E.D.1987). All of the defendants except
Lathrop have sought to have this court impose claim preclusion in violation of this jurisdiction’s controlling
precedent barring res judicata where the element of identity fails. Res judicata does not exist where there is
no identity of the things sued over in facts similar to this jurisdiction’s controlling precedent in Williams v.
Finance Plaza, 78 S.W.3d 175 (Mo. Ct. App., 2002) and the established authority of Finley v. St. John's
Mercy Medical Center, 958 S.W.2d 593 at 596 (Mo. App. E.D., 1998) finding res judicata does not bar
claims against subsequent conduct, consistent with the US Supreme Court decision on subsequent antitrust
conduct being actionable in Zenith Radio Corp v. Hazeltine Research, Inc, 401 U.S. 321 at 340, 91 S.Ct.
795, 28 L.Ed.2d 77 (1971).
The res judicata effect of the prior judgments, which were entered in federal court and based on
federal law, is governed by federal law. Canady v. Allstate Ins. Co., 282 F.3d 1005, 1014 (8th Cir. 2002). In
federal court, a plaintiff is not required to sue all defendants in one action, Headley v. Bacon, 828 F.2d
1272, 1275 (8th Cir. 1987); and generally, a claim is precluded under res judicata principles if the first suit
resulted in a final judgment on the merits and was based on proper jurisdiction, and both suits involve the
same parties or those in privity with them and are based upon "the same nucleus of operative fact," Kolb v.
Scherer Bros. Financial Services Co., 6 F.3d 542, 544 (8th Cir. 1993).
The defendants are asking this court to apply a res judicata effect to judgments (interim orders
still being litigated) in the same lawsuit:
“It comes as no surprise that Michelin has been unable to direct our attention to a single
decision according res judicata effect to the dismissal of one alternative claim in a single lawsuit to
another alternative claim in the same suit. Such an application of res judicata would defeat the very
purposes the doctrine is intended to serve.”
ITCO Corp. v. Michelin Tire Corp., Commercial Div., 722 F.2d 42 at 52 (C.A.4 (N.C.), 1983).
Even Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia ruled on Nov. 16, 2007 in Lipari v. US Bancorp et al. Case no. 07-cv02146-CM-DJW that “… res judicata does not bar the state law claims that were raised in Medical Supply I
or II. In both cases, the court declined supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims and dismissed the
state law claims without prejudice. See exb 7 Order Denying US Bank Dismissal.
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New sets of facts arising in later incidents are described in the complaint and give the plaintiff new
claims. See 46 Am. Jur. 2d 841-42, Judgments § 567 (1994) (An ''earlier adjudication is not permitted to
bar a new action to vindicate rights subsequently acquired, even if the same property is the subject matter
of both actions. . . . [A] judgment is not res judicata as to rights which were not in existence at the time of
the rendition of the judgment'').
“The doctrine of res judicata does not bar a party from bringing a claim that arose subsequent to a
prior judgment involving the same parties. Accordingly, the claim is not precluded by the settlement
and dismissal of those claims.”
American Home Assur. Co. v. Chevron, USA, Inc., 400 F.3d 265 at fn 22 (5th Cir., 2005). The
defendants have never obtained immunity for their continuing and subsequent acts to monopolize the
relevant hospital supply market or to deprive the plaintiff of counsel:
“Even if the dismissal had been with prejudice, the district court would have been mistaken to
dismiss the second suit on the ground of res judicata. Res judicata does not bar a suit based on
claims that accrue after a previous suit was filed. Doe v. Allied-Signal, Inc., 985 F.2d 908, 914 (7th
Cir.1993); Spiegel v. Continental Illinois National Bank, 790 F.2d 638, 646 (7th Cir.1986); Rawe v.
Liberty Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 462 F.3d 521, 530 (6th Cir.2006); Computer Associates Int'l, Inc. v.
Altai, Inc., 126 F.3d 365, 369-70 (2d Cir.1997); Manning v. City of Auburn, 953 F.2d 1355, 1360
(11th Cir.1992). It does not matter whether, as in the case of harassment, the unlawful conduct
is a practice, repetitive by nature, see National Railroad Passenger Corp. v. Morgan, 536 U.S.
101, 117-19, 122 S.Ct. 2061, 153 L.Ed.2d 106 (2002), that happens to continue after the first
suit is filed, or whether it is an act, causing discrete, calculable harm, that happens to be
repeated. The filing of a suit does not entitle the defendant to continue or repeat the unlawful
conduct with immunity from further suit. Lawlor v. National. Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S.
322, 328, 75 S.Ct. 865, 99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955).” [Emphasis added]
Smith v. Potter, 513 F.3d 781 (7th Cir., 2008). Subsequent claims are permitted:
“The preclusion of claims that "could have been brought" does not include claims that
arose after the original complaint was filed in the prior action, unless the plaintiff actually asserted
the claim in an amended pleading, but res judicata does not bar the claim simply because the
plaintiff elected not to amend his complaint. Pleming v. Universal-Rundle Corp., 142 F.3d 1354,
1357 (11th Cir. 1998). This is true even if the plaintiff discussed the facts supporting the subsequent
claim in support of his claims in the prior case. Id. at 1358-59.”
Sherrod v. School Board of Palm Beach County, No. 07-13747 (11th Cir. 4/7/2008) (11th Cir.,
2008). Continuing conduct described in the complaint is also not precluded:
“In Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75 S.Ct. 865, 99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955), the
Supreme Court expressly rejected the argument that resolution of a res judicata issue should turn on
"whether the [parties'] conduct [is] regarded as a series of individual torts or as one continuing tort."
Id. at 328, 75 S.Ct. 865. Instead, the Court looked to the character of the conduct, i.e. the specific
factual basis, of both suits in order to determine if the same cause of action existed.”
Single Chip Systems Corp. v. Intermec IP Corp., 495 F.Supp.2d 1052 at 1064-65 (S.D. Cal.,
2007).
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2. The Defendants’ Assertion of Collateral Estoppel
Collateral estoppel, also referred to as issue preclusion, precludes the same parties from
relitigating issues previously adjudicated. Vinson v. Vinson, 725 S.W.2d 121, 123 (Mo.App., E.D.1987).
All of the defendants except Lathrop have sought to have this court violate the controlling precedent
barring collateral estoppel or issue preclusion in State ex rel. J.E. Dunn Const. Co. v. Fairness in Const.
Bd. of City of Kansas City, 960 S.W.2d 507 at 513 (Mo. App.W.D., 1997). Where there is a question of
whether a decision was made on the merits as is the circumstance of the Kansas District litigation which
has dismissed over the judge’s disbelief, preventing evidence being heard on the fact driven issue of
relevant market and not the merits has been raised in a motion for new trial under Rule 60b then a Motion
for reconsideration under Rule 59 where the Kansas District Court indicated that it was giving
consideration to reopening the plaintiff’s federal antitrust and racketeering claims by making a show cause
order against the defendants. See exb. 5 Show Cause Order. Under the controlling law of the federal
jurisdiction, Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia’s order prevents the issues in the Kansas District Court case from
being final: “The fact that the court expresses an intent to further consider the judgment prevents its
finality." Suggs v. Mutual Ben. Health & Accident Ass'n, 10 Cir., 115 F.2d 80.” [Emphasis added] Director
of Revenue, State of Colorado v. United States, 392 F.2d 307 at 308-309 (10th Cir., 1968).
However, no preclusive effect on issues is given to the earlier Kansas District court decisions
including the relevant market definition under the controlling law of this jurisdiction. State ex rel. J.E.
Dunn Const. Co. v. Fairness in Const. Bd. of City of Kansas City, 960 S.W.2d 507 at 512-514 (Mo.
App.W.D., 1997). The plaintiff’s Kansas District Court case is now on appeal and has not resulted in a final
judgment on the merits.
Collateral estoppel under Missouri law applies if four conditions are met: 1) the issue decided in
the prior adjudication is identical to the issue in the present action; 2) the prior adjudication resulted in a
judgment on the merits; 3) the party against whom collateral estoppel is asserted must have been a part or
one in privity with the party in the prior adjudication; and 4) the party against whom collateral estoppel is
asserted must have had a full and fair opportunity in the prior adjudication to litigate the issues. Vinson, 725
S.W.2d at 124. Missouri and federal law is materially the same, "the doctrine of collateral estoppel has
three requirements: (1) the prior federal decision resulted in a judgment on the merits; (2) the same fact
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issue must have been actually litigated in the federal court; and (3) the disposition of that issue must have
been necessary to the outcome of the prior federal litigation." Dahiya v. Talmidge Int'l, Ltd., 371 F.3d 207,
213 (5th Cir.2004) in order for a judgment to be preclusive, the issue in question must have been actually
decided, and its determination must have been essential to the judgment. See, e.g., Tucker v. Arthur
Andersen & Co., 646 F.2d 721, 728 (2d Cir.1981). If an issue was not actually decided in the prior
proceeding, or if its resolution was not necessary to the judgment, its litigation in a subsequent proceeding
is not barred by collateral estoppel. See, e.g., Brown v. Felsen, 442 U.S. 127, 139 n. 10, 99 S.Ct. 2205, 60
L.Ed.2d 767 (1979).
Even if the appeal is not successful, there is no finality of judgment until the pendant state antitrust
claims now in this court are addressed. By dismissing Medical Supply’s state claims without prejudice, a
determination not opposed or appealed at the time by the defendants, the trial court elected not to make a
preclusive final judgment: “A final judgment embodying the dismissal would eventually have been entered
if the state claims had been later resolved by the court.” Avx Corp. v. Cabot Corp., 424 F.3d 28 at pg 32
(Fed. 1st Cir., 2005). As a non- final judgment, the Memorandum & Order granting dismissal was a mere
interim order. Id.
Where there is a question of whether a decision was made on the merits as is the circumstance of
the Kansas District litigation which has dismissed over the judge’s disbelief, preventing evidence being
heard on the fact driven issue of relevant market or other issues cited by the defendants no preclusive effect
on issues is given to the earlier decisions under the controlling law of this jurisdiction. State ex rel. J.E.
Dunn Const. Co. v. Fairness in Const. Bd. of City of Kansas City, 960 S.W.2d 507 at 512-514 (Mo.
App.W.D., 1997).
The progression with the plaintiff’s state antitrust claims would have the potential to require the
reversal of the dismissal of the federal claims if the dismissal were a final judgment instead of a mere
interim order:
“There being manifest a genuine issue of fact material, indeed, crucial, to ITCO's state law
claim, it follows that the district court incorrectly granted summary judgment for Michelin on that
claim and that the judgment must be reversed.”
ITCO Corp. v. Michelin Tire Corp., Commercial Div., 722 F.2d 42 at 49 (C.A.4 (N.C.), 1983).
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3. The Defendants’ Assertion that the Plaintiff lacks Standing
This Missouri Circuit court has already rejected the defendants’ argument the plaintiff lacks
standing for his assigned rights of the same dissolved Missouri corporation in Samuel K. Lipari v. General
Electric Co. et al, Case No. 0616-cv07421. See exb 6 Order denying GE Motion to dismiss.
Even Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia has ruled tat the plaintiff has standing over the assigned claims:
“Missouri law does, however, allow a dissolved corporation to assign its claims to a thirdparty. See, e.g., Smith v. Taylor-Morley, Inc., 929 S.W.2d 918 (Mo. Ct. App. 1996) (upholding
dissolved corporation’s written assignment of rights to a purchase contract). The assignee may sue
to recover damages for the dissolved corporation’s claims. Id. (holding assignee of dissolved
corporation’s rights under a purchase contract could sue for injuries to dissolved corporation for
breach of the purchase contract). Here, plaintiff alleges that he is the assignee of all rights and
interests of Medical Supply, including the claims in this lawsuit. Accepting as true all material
allegations of the complaint and construing the complaint in favor of plaintiff, the court finds that
plaintiff has met his burden at this stage of the proceeding. Defendant’s motion is denied with
respect to standing.”
Above from exb 7 Order Lipari v. US Bancorp et al. Case no. 07-cv-02146-CM-DJW at page 2.
The plaintiff has standing under the Missouri antitrust statutes and rights continuing as a sole
proprietor in the market for hospital supplies still monopolized by the Novation LLC cartel with the
defendants and subjected to the merger of his last two competitors the defendants Neoforma, Inc. and GHX
LLC in the relevant market for hospital supplies in the State of Missouri and the relevant market of hospital
supplies through internet eCommerce distribution in Missouri that took place subsequent to the filing of the
federal complaint and over the merger which was completed after the dissolution of Medical Supply Chain,
Inc. under the controlling case Finley v. St. John's Mercy Medical Center, 958 S.W.2d 593 at 596.
4. The Defendants’ Assertion of a Time Bar
The litigation in the federal action still continues so all assertions that the plaintiff has exhausted
his year long savings clause are frivolous. In addition, these arguments could have only applied to conduct
occurring prior to the initiation of the federal action for damages, not subsequent to the filing or
amendment of the federal action under Finley v. St. John's Mercy Medical Center, 958 S.W.2d 593 at 596.
5. The Defendants’ Assertions Against Long Arm Jurisdiction
The VHA and UHC executive defendants sought to have this court invalidate the legislature’s
amendment to Missouri’s long arm statute and prior controlling precedent in State ex rel. Metal Service
Center of Georgia, Inc. v. Gaertner, 677 S.W.2d 325 (Mo., 1984) and contrary to the Eastern District
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Appellate ruling in Aldein v. Asfoor, 213 S.W.3d 213 (Mo. App., 2007), the same defendants have filed
sworn affidavits that create a factual controversy with previous court filings over the voluntary invocation
of Missouri jurisdiction.
The plaintiff has prepared a conflicting affidavit with court record attachments revealing See exb
8 Affidavit of Plaintiff and affidavit attachments 1 and 2. The defendants Robert J. Zollars, Curt
Nonomaque,
Robert J. Baker, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cecere, and Andrew S. Duff have voluntarily availed
themselves of jurisdiction in Missouri.
The plaintiff complaint alleges that the defendants’ conspiracy including Robert J. Zollars, Curt
Nonomaque, Robert J. Baker, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cecere, and Andrew S. Duff caused injury to
Missourians in the State of Missouri and the complaint alleges the conspirators engaged in schemes
including Insure Missouri and a differential treatment of Medicare claims to Novation LLC member
hospitals in Missouri to competitively disadvantage healthcare providers and hospital supply distributors
including the plaintiff when they do not participate in the Novation LLC scheme to artificially inflate
healthcare costs.
6. The Defendants’ Assertion of Noerr-Pennington based Immunity
The defendants GHX and Neoforma argue the Noerr-Pennington doctrine from E.R.R. Presidents
Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127, 136, 81 S.Ct. 523, 5 L.Ed.2d 464 (1961)
immunizes the misconduct of the defendants in related litigation. GHX and Neoforma do not attempt to use
the doctrine to immunize the Insure Missouri scheme that the complaint alleges all the defendants
conspired in an attempt to monopolize the Missouri market for hospital supplies in January 2008. The
reason the doctrine is not raised as a defense to attempted monopolization through the Insure Missouri
scheme is likely because the scheme was not adopted, the Missouri State Legislature finding the failure to
utilize competitive bidding to be unlawful and the US Secretary of Health and Human Services determining
that he could not lawfully go through with dispersing Medicaid money to the state outside of the
Congress’s statutes requiring Medicaid spending oversight doomed the defendants’ plans. Since the
government did not implement the scheme described in the complaint, their clearly could be no Noerr-
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Pennignton doctrine immunity for the means described by the plaintiff to monopolize the distribution of
hospital supplies in Missouri. Noerr-Pennington:
"does not authorize anticompetitive action in advance of [the] government's adopting the industry's
anticompetitive proposal. The doctrine applies when such action is the consequence of legislation or
other governmental action, not when it is the means for obtaining such action." In re Brand Name
Prescription Drugs Antitrust Litig., 186 F.3d 781, 789 (7th Cir.1999) (emphasis in original); Juster
Assocs. v. City of Rutland, 901 F.2d 266, 271-72 (2d Cir.1990) (stating that when a claimed restraint
is the consequence of government action, it falls within the purview of Noerr-Pennington immunity,
but when the restraint is the means by which the defendants seek to obtain favorable government
action, it does not).”
In re Tamoxifen Citrate Antitrust Lit., 429 F.3d 370 at pg. 401 (Fed. 2nd Cir., 2005).
The problem with GHX and Neoforma’s assertion of Noerr-Pennington immunity as regards to
extrinsic or extra legal influence over the plaintiff’s related litigation to deprive the plaintiff of property
rights he obtained to capitalize his entry into the hospital supply market controlled by the defendants is that
this conduct was not a petition of a government agency. Except as it relates to Bradley J.Schlozman and
John Wood in their capacities as US Attorney for the W.D. of Missouri or Kansas Attorney Discipline
Official Stanton Hazlett, the complaint does not discuss petitions of government agencies, only unlawful
conduct.
In Cardtoons, the en banc court held that Noerr-Pennington did not apply and that prelitigation
communications between private parties were not immunized by the right to petition the government
guaranteed by the First Amendment because there was no petition addressed to the government. See
Cardtoons, L.C. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass'n, 208 F.3d 885 (10th Cir. 2000) ("Cardtoons V").
It is also clearly established that the petitioner has a right to bring new claims based on conduct in
a preceding litigation.“[A]n adverse party may, by bringing a new proceeding, invoke the power of the
courts to scrutinize the conduct of the parties in the previous action. Marshall v. Holmes, 141 U.S. at 599,
12 S.Ct. at 65, quoting Johnson v. Waters, 111 U.S. 640, 667, 4 S.Ct. 619, 633, 28 L.Ed. 547 (1884)”
[emphasis added] Leber-Krebs, Inc. v. Capitol Records, 779 F.2d 895 at 901 (C.A.2 (N.Y.), 1985). State
Court is the appropriate forum for claims based on extrinsic fraud committed in federal court. See
Chewning v. Ford Motor Company, 2003 SC 109 (SC, 2003).
7. The Defendants’ Assertions that the Complaint Fails to State the Elements of a Claim
The Shughart Thompson & Kilroy represented defendants have stated that required elements
for antitrust claims under state law are not present in the plaintiff’s complaint (as they did to obtain the
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interim orders in Kansas District court through similar extrinsic fraud, now repeatedly cited by the
defendants) even though those same elements are pled with averments of fact to the Missouri state standard
exactly where they are identified in the petition’s table of contents and an outcome of dismissal would give
rise to new actionable claims against the defendants for keeping the plaintiff out of the Missouri market for
hospital supplies. The GHX and Neoforma, Inc. defendants specifically assert the plaintiff has failed to
state a claim for any of his counts despite the table of contents giving the location for each subheading
element of a claim under the current controlling law for each of the counts alleged by the plaintiff including
§ 416.031.1 RSMo, § 416.031.2 RSMo, Conspiracy to Violate § 416.031(2), Tortious Interference with
Business Relations, Fraud and Prima Facie Tort at pages 92 to 107. Despite this overt fraud on the part of
GHX and Neoforma, Inc. the defendants encourage this court to expressly rule contrary to the US Supreme
Court in Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007) because somehow the plaintiff’s claims are to be
disbelieved since the plaintiff has received pretrial orders in Kansas District Court that are critical while
also facially void at law.
The plaintiff has stated a claim against all defendants including the named individual officers and
law firm agents on conduct within the applicable statutes of limitations.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for Antitrust Conspiracy under 416.031.1 RSMo at pg.s
93-98. The court in Zipper v. Health Midwest, 978 S.W.2d 398 at 417 (Mo. App.W.D., 1998) observes that
“… to state a violation of section 416.031, a plaintiff must allege that (1) defendants contracted, conspired
or combined with one another; (2) the conspiracy produced anticompetitive effects within the relevant
geographic and product markets; (3) the goals of the conspiracy or combination as well as the conduct in
furtherance of those goals were illegal; and (4) the plaintiff suffered injury as a result of the conspiracy.”Id.
The plaintiff’s complaint concisely states these four elements and the complaint’s statement of facts makes
numerous averments supporting each element in detail.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for Antitrust Monopoly and Antitrust Attempted
Monopoly under 416.031(2) at pg.s 98-102: "The offense of monopoly under § 2 has two elements: (1) the
possession of monopoly power in the relevant market, and (2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that
power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business
acumen or historic accident." Metts v. Clark Oil & Ref. Corp., 618 S.W.2d 698, 703 (Mo.App. E.D.1981)
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(citing United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71, 86 S.Ct. 1698, 16 L.Ed.2d 778 (1966)).”
North Kansas City Hosp. Bd. of Trustees v. St. Luke's Northland Hosp., 984 S.W.2d 113 at 120 (Mo.
App.W.D., 1998). The plaintiff’s complaint concisely states these two elements and the complaint’s
statement of facts makes numerous averments supporting each element in detail.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for Antitrust Conspiracy to Violate § 416.031(2) at pg.s
93-103: "Every contract, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce in this state is
unlawful." Pursuant to § 416.141 RSMo 1986, we construe the section in harmony with ruling judicial
interpretations of comparable federal antitrust statutes. Section 416.031.1 closely parallels 15 U.S.C. § 1 of
the Sherman Act. A party alleging a violation of 15 U.S.C. § 1 must allege that (1) defendants contracted,
combined or conspired among each other; (2) the combination or conspiracy produced adverse,
anticompetitive effects within relevant product and geographic markets; (3) the objects of and the conduct
pursuant to the contract or conspiracy were illegal; and (4) plaintiff was injured as a proximate result of the
conspiracy. Defino, 718 S.W.2d at 510 (citing Martin B. Glauser Dodge Co. v. Chrysler Corp., 570 F.2d
72, 81 (3rd Cir.1977), cert. denied, 436 U.S. 913, 98 S.Ct. 2253, 56 L.Ed.2d 413 (1978)).” The plaintiff’s
complaint concisely states these four elements and the complaint’s statement of facts makes numerous
averments supporting each element in detail. The complaint does not just describe concerted action but
specific agreements to restrain trade against competing hospital suppliers and joint conduct by the
defendants to exclude the plaintiff from the averred relevant markets.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for tortuous interference at pg.s 103-105. Tortious
interference with a contract or business expectancy requires (1) a contract or valid business expectancy; (2)
defendant's knowledge of the contract or relationship; (3) a breach induced or caused by defendant's
intentional interference; (4) absence of justification; and (5) damages. Nazeri v. Missouri Valley College,
860 S.W.2d 303, 316 (Mo. banc 1993). The plaintiff’s complaint concisely states these five elements and
the complaint’s statement of facts makes numerous averments supporting each element in detail.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for fraud and deceit at pg.s 105-106. A party suing in
tort for fraudulent misrepresentation must establish the following nine elements: (1) a representation; (2) its
falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the speaker's knowledge of its falsity or ignorance of the truth; (5) the
speaker's intent that the representation should be acted on by the hearer in the manner reasonably
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contemplated; (6) the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the representation; (7) the hearer's reliance on the
representation being true; (8) his right to rely thereon; and (9) the hearer's consequent and proximatelycaused injuries. See Groothand v. Schlueter, 949 S.W.2d 923, 927 (Mo.App.1997); Slone v. Purina Mills,
Inc., 927 S.W.2d 358, 371 (Mo.App.1996). The plaintiff’s complaint concisely states these five elements
and the complaint’s statement of facts makes numerous averments of specific misrepresentations by the
particular defendant with the “who, where what and how” detail supporting each element and the resulting
reliance on each particular misrepresentation.
The plaintiff has adequately stated a claim for prima facie tort at pgs. 106-107. “In order to make
out a submissible case of prima facie tort, a claimant must establish: ‘(1) an intentional lawful act by
defendant; (2) defendant's intent to injure the plaintiff; (3) injury to the plaintiff; and (4) an absence of or
insufficient justification for defendant's act.’ Nazeri v. Mo. Valley Coll., 860 S.W.2d 303, 315 (Mo. banc
1993).” LPP Mortgage, Ltd. v. Marcin, Inc., 224 S.W.3d 50 at 53-54 (Mo. App., 2007). The plaintiff’s
complaint concisely states these four elements and the complaint’s statement of facts makes numerous
averments supporting each element in detail.
Respectively submitted,

S/Samuel K. Lipari
____________________
Samuel K. Lipari
Pro se
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William G. Beck, Peter F. Daniel, J. Alison Auxter, Lathrop & Gage LC, 2345 Grand Boulevard, Suite
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S/Samuel K. Lipari
____________________
Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
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News Release
For immediate release
July 22, 2008

CoxHealth reaches end to settlement negotiations
with Justice Department
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. – CoxHealth and CoxHealth affiliate, Cox HPS of the
Ozarks, Inc., announced today that they have reached an end to a three-year
process with the federal government and have finalized a settlement agreement
with the U.S. Department of Justice.
“CoxHealth can now move on with plans that we have had to put on hold due to
the constraints we were under while this process was taking place,” said
CoxHealth President and CEO Robert H. Bezanson. “We will finally be able to
focus more fully on our mission and begin the expansions and other projects that
our growing community needs.”
The settlement negotiated with the U.S. Department of Justice is for an initial
payment of $35 million with five additional $5 million payments per year. There
will be annual interest at 4% on the deferred amounts.
“The settlement revolves around potential errors made by Cox many years ago in
interpreting highly complex Medicare billing regulations and in structuring
business relationships with physicians,” said Bezanson. “In almost every instance
of what is included in the settlement, the issues were identified by hospital
administration and the results of our review were reported to the government.”
None of the government’s claims against CoxHealth involved the quality of
patient care or safety. Similarly, there were no findings by the government that
CoxHealth had billed the government for any services that were not actually
provided.
More on page 2
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In a separate agreement with the Office of Inspector General of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, CoxHealth agreed to participate in a
five-year program of intensified legal compliance education for employees,
physicians and others associated with CoxHealth, as well as heightened
monitoring and reporting to the Department.
“Because we already have a strong internal Corporate Integrity program here at
CoxHealth - which includes extensive annual compliance education - we feel
very confident that we as an organization will be able to honor this commitment,”
said Bezanson.
“Every health care organization in this country that chooses to participate in
Medicare and Medicaid is challenged to navigate the very same maze of
regulations without committing errors,” said John Squires, chairman of the
CoxHealth Board of Directors.
In the past decade, numerous other well respected hospitals and health care
organizations—including Harvard University’s Beth Israel Medical Center,
Columbia University, Corning Hospital, Johns Hopkins University, Mount Sinai
Medical Center, Mayo Clinic, and Sharp Medical Center of San Diego—have
been subject to similar government investigations on potential errors relating to
Medicare and Medicaid.
How the settlement amount was determined:
“These health care laws are very complex and are very unforgiving,” Bezanson
said. “They require that the government demand repayment, which can be very
large. In fact, given the size of CoxHealth and the number of patients we treat on
a daily basis, one potential error in interpreting a billing regulation can affect
every claim filed thereafter – in our case, tens of thousands of claims. Since
damages can be assessed on a per claim basis, the repayment can quickly result
in an amount that is well beyond our ability to pay.”
“The government began its settlement negotiations by taking the position that
Cox should repay every claim the government alleges we improperly billed to
Medicare,” said Squires. “The amount of these alleged damages exceeded the
amount Cox could pay. Given the magnitude of the repayment if we were to go
to trial and lose, which is always a possibility with jury trials, we negotiated with
the government until we reached an amount we could pay and still continue to
fulfill our mission to serve the community now and in the future.”
More on page 3
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“In addition the federal government can impose a pretty large consequence if a
hospital will not settle, since it has the power to exclude hospitals from the
Medicare program, which means a hospital can no longer accept Medicare or
Medicaid patients. No tax-exempt hospital can survive an exclusion from
Medicare,” said Bezanson. “This would essentially shut down a hospital – a
devastating event to any community… and that weighed heavily on our minds.”
“The Board of Directors determined that the organization and our community had
been through enough, and that it was in the best interest of CoxHealth and those
we serve, to settle with the government rather than engage in litigation that would
take many more years to resolve and cost millions in legal fees,” said Dona
Elkins, Board of Directors member. “Our Board and management team have
been keenly aware for some time of the need to put the investigation behind us
so we can move forward with crucial expansion projects that are necessary to
serve the growing needs of our community.”
“Words can’t express how difficult the decision was to agree to a settlement
amount of this magnitude, but we as Board members, along with senior
leadership and those advisors with prior experience in such negotiations, finally
came to the conclusion that agreeing to the settlement amount was the better
path for the organization and the community in the long run,” said Squires. “We
fully support the leadership, employees, and physicians in their future efforts and
have a strong commitment to the people we serve in the region.”
How CoxHealth will fund the required repayment:
“The Board of Directors and leadership of CoxHealth have been reserving funds
from the time we knew there would be an impact from the investigation,” said
Bezanson, “These monies, along with some that we have had in a long-term
reserve fund, will pay for the initial installment of the settlement.”
“This reserve fund has been in existence for many years and is one that helps us
maintain enough cash to allow us to borrow money at better interest rates,”
continued Bezanson. “Use of funds from the reserve fund will not jeopardize our
ability to begin our much-needed expansion projects, since we will finance these
projects through bonds, and our bond ratings will not suffer as a result of drawing
down on this reserve.”
“CoxHealth will continue to have a sound financial foundation that will allow us to
continue to meet our mission,” said Squires. “We also have a low cost structure,
and we intend to stay cost competitive. CoxHealth will remain financially
equipped to continue to serve the residents of southwest Missouri, thanks to
More on page 4
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years of sound financial management and reserving funds for unexpected
situations such as this.”
The issues involved in the investigation and settlement:
There were two primary issues involved in the government’s investigation; each
is slightly different in nature:
Dialysis Billing and Medical Directorships: Kidney dialysis services are governed
by unique and highly technical Medicare billing regulations that can be
interpreted in different ways. CoxHealth determined that under one
interpretation, it may have billed dialysis services provided through its Ozarks
Dialysis Services (“ODS”) from 1999 to 2004 using a method it was not eligible to
bill under. Similarly, medical director agreements with physicians are also subject
to different interpretations. CoxHealth determined that again, under one
interpretation, the way it structured its dialysis medical director agreements at
ODS from 1996 to 2004 may have been incorrect. CoxHealth self-reported these
issues to the government in January 2005. None of the government’s allegations
relating to dialysis billing involved quality of patient care or safety. In addition,
there were no claims that payments were paid for services that were not
provided.
Compensation to Physicians: The government’s rules regarding payments made
to physicians and their practices have shifted dramatically over the last decade.
CoxHealth internally discovered that under one interpretation of these rules, it
may have provided improper compensation to physicians with Ferrell-Duncan
Clinic, Inc. (“FDCI”). FDCI is a separate physician corporation - not owned by
CoxHealth - that is under contract with Cox to provide professional services to
Ferrell-Duncan Clinic (which is owned and operated by CoxHealth).
CoxHealth determined that from 2000 to 2004, we may have paid physicians
from a revenue source from which they may not have been eligible to be paid.
The results of hospital administration’s review were reported to the government
in February 2005. None of the government’s claims relating to FDCI’s physicians
involved quality of patient care or safety. In addition, there were no claims that
FDCI’s physicians were paid for services that were not provided.
“This process has been trying for just about everyone at CoxHealth,” Bezanson
said. “Despite that, our people have remained dedicated and loyal to our mission,
day in and day out. We cannot fully express our appreciation for their steadfast
commitment to serving and caring for our patients and our community.”
More on page 5
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For additional information about CoxHealth’s settlement with the United States—
including copies of the official agreements with the U.S. Department of Justice
and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, as well as interpretive
materials and other background—please visit www.coxhealth.com/settlement.
The following are projects that involve CoxHealth’s reinvestment in the
community that can and will proceed, now that the settlement agreement is
finalized:
Cox South Emergency Department Expansion
CoxHealth will break ground in spring 2009 for a 78,000-square foot Level II
Emergency Department adjacent to the current outpatient center. The new ED
will house five trauma rooms, 57 universal exam rooms, and a 25-bed
observation unit. In addition, it will have an embedded radiology department that
will include an MRI suite, CT scans, ultrasound rooms and X-ray and fluoroscopy
rooms.
This is a multi-phase project and the first step will be to construct an addition on
to the existing parking garage on the Cox South campus. The relocation of the
Emergency Department and the addition of the new garage will displace surface
parking and create a need for additional parking capacity. This garage addition
will increase the total parking on the campus from 1,500 to 1,786 spaces.
CoxHealth will also make improvements to the roadway system on the Cox
South campus to accommodate traffic flow in preparation for the parking garage
and the Emergency Department construction. The project will begin in early
summer with completion expected by March 2009.
As a Level II Trauma Center, Cox must be ready to accommodate critically
injured patients. The emergency department facilities across the community have
frequently been overwhelmed and maximized due to the growth of the
community and use of emergency departments by patients unable to obtain care
elsewhere.
Walnut Lawn Orthopedic Hospital
CoxHealth will invest in efforts to further develop Cox Walnut Lawn as an
orthopedic hospital, due to the growth in the need for orthopedic services in an
aging, yet active population. The project will create a new façade and front entry
for the hospital. In addition, the renovation of the current surgery suite will
include four new orthopedic operating rooms, nine additional PACU beds, and a
More on page 6
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new Central Sterile supply area. As well, 37 new private orthopedic patient rooms
will be created for the facility.
Ambulatory Surgery Center/Medical Office Building Projects
The organization will proceed with a 60,000-square foot, two story ambulatory
surgery center and medical office building on the Cox Walnut Lawn campus. The
surgery center will comprise approximately 16,000 square feet of the first floor
and house four operating rooms, nine pre-op beds, and 13 post-anesthesia care
beds. The medical office space will be used by CoxHealth physician groups.
Outpatient surgery volumes in the community have grown dramatically due to the
conversion of many inpatient surgical procedures to outpatient through new
technologies.
Cox North
The above projects will be the first Cox focuses upon, and it is still proceeding
with its ‘Second Century’ plans at Cox North, The first project at Cox North will be
the new Cox College of Nursing and Health Sciences. CoxHealth is currently also
evaluating plans for a behavioral health hospital and a family medicine/urgent
care facility.
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iv

SUGGESTION IN OPPOSITION
Comes now the plaintiff Samuel K. Lipari and makes the following suggestion opposing Bradley J.
Schlozman’s dismissal from this action.
The controlling standard for this jurisdiction regarding a Rule 12(b)(6) motion for dismissal requires
the court to consider the possibility of any facts entitling the plaintiff to relief:
“The United States Supreme Court and the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals have both observed that
"a court should grant the motion and dismiss the action `only if it is clear that no relief could be
granted under any set of facts that could be proved consistent with the allegations.'" Handeen v.
Lemaire, 112 F.3d 1339, 1347 (8th Cir.1997) (quoting Hishon v. King & Spalding, 467 U.S. 69, 73,
104 S.Ct. 2229, 81 L.Ed.2d 59 (1984)); accord Conley, 355 U.S. at 45-46, 78 S.Ct. 99 ("A complaint
should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff
can prove no set of facts in support of his [or her] claim which would entitle him [or her] to
relief.")”
Schuster v. Anderson, 378 F.Supp.2d 1070 at 1082 (N.D. Iowa, 2005).
The US Attorney for the Western District of Missouri, John Wood has taken the highly unusual
measure of raising material factual disputes without evidence to support them in the defendant Schlozman’s
motion for dismissal:
“To be clear, Schlozman adamantly denies any wrongdoing associated with the dismissal of the
Lynch case, the prosecution of the ACORN employees, and his testimony before the United States
Senate. “
Schlozman’s motion to dismiss, footnote 7 at page 10. The plaintiff has not based his claim against
Schlozman for the conduct of prosecuting ACORN employees or dismissing the Lynch False Claims
Action. The predicate act alleged by the plaintiff against Schlozman is perjury before the United States
Senate as a RICO conspirator and a member of a criminal enterprise distinct from the US Department of
Justice an entity the complaint details the infiltration of.
This court can take notice of public records related to remarkable prescience of the plaintiff’s
petition before this court including the newspaper articles attached to the plaintiff’s opposition to
Schlozman’s motion for extension of time. See exb. 1 Suggestion in Opposition to Extension.
The articles show a grand jury has been convened targeting Schlozman and at the time US Attorney
John Wood entered his tardy appearance to defend Schlozman, the US Department of Justice had
established probable cause existed to prosecute Schlozman for the conduct the plaintiff’s complaint avers
and was already preparing an indictment for the specific perjury averred by the plaintiff. The complaint
avers that Schlozman was called to testify because the plaintiff press released that Todd Graves was the
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Ninth US Attorney wrongfully terminated and that Graves was removed because he prosecuted Medicare
fraud. Later discovery has revealed that Schlozman and then John Wood had to be installed in the office of
US Attorney for the Western District of Missouri to obstruct justice in the criminal case against Cox-Health
of Springfield, MO and its executives to prevent the fines described in the plaintiff’s press release that
Carol Lam had obtained against the San Diego Tenet hospital. Again the plaintiff refers the court to his
objection to extension, exb 2 repeating the plaintiff’s request for a show cause order on how USA John
Wood can now represent Schlozman.
The Eight Circuit has endorsed use of the public record in weighing a motion to dismiss:
“In reviewing a motion to dismiss under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), the court is "not
precluded in [its] review of the complaint from taking notice of items in the public record." Papasan
v. Allain, 478 U.S. 265, 269 n. 1, 106 S.Ct. 2932, 92 L.Ed.2d 209 (1986); Stahl v. U.S. Dep't of
Agric., 327 F.3d 697, 700 (8th Cir.2003) ("The district court may take judicial notice of public
records and may thus consider them on a motion to dismiss").”
Levy v. Ohl, 477 F.3d 988 (8th Cir., 2007).
I. Schlozman’s problematic overview
Besides adopting the RICO co-conspirators use of straw man fraud regarding the averments of
RICO elements, the US Attorney John Wood attempts to deceive this court after being served notice of the
fraud’s unlawfulness in the plaintiffs previous suggestion in opposition.
“Limone v. Condon, 372 F.3d 39 at 46 (1st Cir., 2004) “Courts must be equally careful, however,
not to permit a defendant to hijack the plaintiff's complaint and recharacterize its allegations so as to
minimize his or her liability” id. Where the conspirators transcend mere bad lawyering is by
knowing beforehand that the false or “Straw Man Fraud” argument will through extrinsic influence
be used by a judge or a judge’s law clerk to create a dismissal that appears sound but deliberately
conceals the rights violations in the underlying complaint and is actuality a participation in the
conduct of the defendants.”
Plaintiff’s Consolidated Suggestion in Opposition at page 16. The US Attorney John Wood also
asks this court to dismiss Schlozman as a party and to sanction the plaintiff against future First Amendment
protected conduct to seek redress. USA Wood requests this harsh sanction on mere interim orders in
ongoing litigation. By dismissing Medical Supply’s state claims without prejudice, a determination not
opposed or appealed at the time by the defendants, the trial court elected not to make a preclusive final
judgment: “A final judgment embodying the dismissal would eventually have been entered if the state
claims had been later resolved by the court.” Avx Corp. v. Cabot Corp., 424 F.3d 28 at pg 32 (Fed. 1st Cir.,
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2005). As a non- final judgment, the Memorandum & Orders previously granting dismissals were mere
interim orders. Id.
Like the unlawful conduct of using straw man fraud, USA John Wood as a representative of
Schlozman was on notice that the decisions the overview references were procured through fraud and that
the continuing use of this extrinsic fraud to procure adverse outcomes against the plaintiff is itself predicate
acts or felonies prohibited under RICO and which USA John Wood is now participating in:
“2.
The defendants are incorrect over the styling of the concurrent Missouri federal case
Lipari, et al. v. General Electric, et al. Circuit Court of Jackson County, Missouri, Case No. 0616CV07421 is now styled Lipari, et al. v. General Electric, et al. Western District of Missouri Case
No. 07-0849-CV-W-FJG previously the same case or controversy was in this court and styled as
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., case no. 03-2324-CM.
3. An interim order merely dismissing the original federal claims was fraudulently procured in
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., case no. 03-2324-CM by the GE
defendants with the help of US Bank and US Bancorp through their agent Shughart Thomson &
Kilroy as revealed in attorney billing records filed with this court and sought in discovery by the
plaintiff.
4. The federal antitrust claims in Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al.,
case no. 03-2324-CM were dismissed by misrepresenting to this court that the plaintiff had not pled
a conspiracy between two legally separate actors when the plaintiff had pled a conspiracy and
agreement between the GE defendants and GHX LLC and the US Bank and US Bancorp partner
Neoforma LLC and had cited the controlling legal authority that the plaintiff was not required to
name as defendants the other co-conspirators identified in the complaint. See Exb. 1 GE Amended
Complaint.
GE agreement with GHX and Novation assigning hospital market share ¶10 pg. 6, Novation
acquiring control over Neoforma and partnering it with its hospital supply competitor GHX
creating a monopoly of 80% of the hospital supply market ¶ 15 at pg. 9; GE and “cartel members
including Premier, Inc. and Novation, Inc.” conspired to increase hospital supply prices in the North
American Hospital Supply market injuring US hospitals ¶36 pg. 19. See Exb. 1 GE Amended
Complaint
5. The GE complaint in 03-2324-CM stated at ¶37 pg. 20 and 21 that the GE defendants in a cartel
with Novation “… preserve their inflated cost structures (the cartel has prevented the annual $23
billion dollar savings identified by US Bancorp Piper Jaffray’s 2001 study by maintaining prices
regardless of internal efficiencies) and by preventing the entry of competitors to the relevant market.
The defendants willfully acquired and maintained that power by forming the cartel GHX, Inc. to buy
an inferior electronic marketplace and exchanging ownership interests with suppliers and
distributors that previously were competitors. The defendants further acted to maintain that
monopoly by repudiating Medical Supply’s financing and lease buy out agreement with full
knowledge that Medical Supply had been previously
prevented from entering the hospital supply e-commerce market by other cartel members
of GHX, Inc.” See Exb. 1, ¶37 pg. 20 and 21 GE Amended Complaint
6. The GE complaint in 03-2324-CM describes the conduct of US Bank and US Bancorp breaching
the presently litigated contracts with the plaintiff and stated at ¶3 pg. 4 that:
“GE appeared to be acting independently of Neoforma, when it accepted Medical Supply’s proposal
for a lease buy out and financing, but similarly repudiated a contract for essential facilities,
preventing entry into the hospital supply market at great sacrifice when Medical Supply was not in a
position to find an alternative. (Neoforma’s financial partner, US Bancorp Piper Jaffray, has
attested to a threat of filing a Suspicious Activity Report or “SAR,” against Medical Supply under
the USA PATRIOT Act, which would destroy Medical Supply’s ability to process hospital and
supplier purchasing transactions. In an affidavit by Piper Jaffray Vice President and Chief Counsel
submitted in Medical Supply vs. US Bancorp et al No. 02-3443 (10th Cir.), Piper Jaffray argues to
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file a “SAR” at any time it sees fit. Medical Supply is seeking to be protected from Piper Jaffray’s
extortion and any malicious use of the USA PATRIOT Act. The October 2002 and June 2003,
distinct antitrust injuries to Medical Supply prevented it from beginning its operations each time and
realizing the expectations of its investors and stakeholders.” [ Emphasis added]
7. The GE complaint in 03-2324-CM stated at ¶15 pg. 9
“US Bancorp helped Novation acquire control of Neoforma and partner it with GHX, L.L.C.
creating a monopoly of over 80% of healthcare e-commerce market). GE repudiated a contract,
sacrificing $15 million dollars on June 15th, 2003 to keep Medical Supply from being able to
compete against GHX, L.L.C. and Neoforma. The healthcare market is worth 1.3 trillion dollars. GE
acted on the tremendous windfall to preserve its monopoly.” [ Emphasis added]”
Exhibit 2 Motion in Opposition to Defendants’ Motion to Compel from the US District of Kansas.
See also exhibit 2-1 the Amended Complaint against GE in Kansas Court showing the elements for
antitrust were present.
The presence of averments required to state the plaintiff’s federal antitrust claims in Kansas District
Court are not contested, nor the US Supreme Court’s determination that not all antitrust co-conspirators
have to be named as defendants. Only the power of a judge to rule contrary to controlling authority and the
express language of Congressional statute on the basis of disbelief of the plaintiff at the dismissal stage
before any discovery is in an ongoing dispute which has now been docketed in the Tenth Circuit Court of
Appeals.
A federal criminal complaint was filed in the Kansas City, Missouri office of the FBI by the plaintiff
in 2005 over conduct involving extrinsic fraud in the Kansas District Court affecting the GE case
referenced by USA John Wood but USA John Wood as successor to Schlozman has yet to responded to the
complaint and its accompanying evidence. This is the unfairness addressed in the Restatement (Second) of
Judgments that prevents collateral estoppel after a final judgment on the merits, however the Kansas
District court has not yet addressed the implication of Avx Corp. v. Cabot Corp., 424 F.3d 28 at pg 32 (Fed.
1st Cir., 2005) rendering its orders as interim before the state claims are resolved or even before any
discovery has taken place.
The mere interim status of the prior GE orders is underscored by the fact that the present case before
this court is the same Article III case or controversy under Avx Corp. v. Cabot Corp., 424 F.3d 28 at pg 32
(Fed. 1st Cir., 2005). The Western District of Missouri is not free to use much of the decisions cited by
USA John Wood because their interim nature bars any res judicata effect via claim and issue preclusion.
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. FAG Bearings Corp., 335 F.3d 752 (8th Cir., 2003) reaffirms the controlling law of
this jurisdiction that the there must be a final judgment on the merits Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. FAG, id. At
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758-760 and changes in facts essential to the judgment renders collateral estoppel inapplicable merits
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. FAG, id. At 71; and of course Schlozman and Seyfarth Shaw are the different or
third parties of § 29 of the Restatement (Second) of Judgments where issue preclusion does not apply. See
Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. FAG at 761-762. A review of this court’s preclusions rulings would be de novo, not
the higher abuse of discretion standard. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v. FAG at 757.
The plaintiff also incorporates the public record of an analysis showing referenced decisions were
procured by fraud contained in the plaintiff’s other suggestion in opposition “Plaintiff’s Consolidated
Suggestion in Opposition” at pages 5-7 (exb 3). The same excerpt gave notice to USA John Wood that the
US Department of Justice has long fostered and protected racketeering conduct by Kansas City area law
firms in private litigation.
USA John Wood attempts to have this court misapply the new emphasis on “plausibility “. USA
John Wood’s Motion to Dismiss overtly advocates dismissing the plaintiff’s claims because the court
should not believe Samuel K. Lipari in light of sanctions in other litigation by Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
in Kansas District Court. As the head government attorney for this district, USA John Wood is responsible
for knowing that his argument dishonestly misrepresents the plausibility standard to this court. Regardless,
the plaintiff gave notice to the defendants in the plaintiff’s motion for extension and consolidation (exb. 4)
that the latest US Supreme Court ruling on the subject would figure in their motions to dismiss and
provided in advance the legal analysis on the subject by courts in wake of the ruling!
“5. Since the plaintiff’s amendment in state court, a new set of cases describing the pleading
standard in the wake of Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007) (2007) may be relevant to
the court’s resolution of pleading sufficiency issues. The new defendants may seek to address these
additional authorities and the plaintiff’s recent work in the action against the defendants’ coconspirator US Bancorp in Lipari v. US Bancorp et al, Ks. Dist. Court case Case No. 2:07-cv02146-CM-DJW is available for their counsel’s reference at
http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdf/Lipari%20Response%20to%20Second%20Motion%20to
%20Dismiss.pdf “
Plaintiff’s Motion for Extension and Consolidation, exb 4 ¶ 5 at page 2.
The pleading referenced by ¶ 5 of exhibit 4 is attached as exhibit 5 and is a reply to the defendants’
hospital supply cartel co-conspirators US Bank and US Bancorp’s motion to dismiss arguing that the
plaintiff’s contract claim should be dismissed on “plausibility” because the Kansas District Court should
not believe the plaintiff (in light of sanctions obtained against Medical Supply Chain, Inc through the
extrinsic fraud of US Bancorp’s agents also detailed in the reply). Pages 12 to 15 of the reply are dedicated
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to the plausibility factor or element raised in Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, U.S. , 127 S. Ct. 1955, 1965,
167 L. Ed. 2d 929 (2007) and the clarification by the Supreme Court in Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317
(U.S. 6/4/2007) (2007) admonishing courts that the averments in a complaint at the pleading stage are to be
taken as true.
Despite being on notice, USA John Wood is using his overview to cause the court to dismiss the
plaintiff’s claims against Bradley J. Schlozman out of disbelief and in contradiction to the authority barring
such a dismissal in Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007) (2007).
The correct standard for dismissal is warranted when “…no relief could be granted under any set of
facts that could be proved consistent with the allegations.'" Handeen v. Lemaire, 112 F.3d 1339, 1347 (8th
Cir.1997). The complaint pleads the material facts that prove the plaintiff’s allegations even though only
Rule 8 applies to the non-fraud averments because the defendants’ cartel has repeatedly obtained dismissals
arguing (falsely for procuring dismissals and sanctions through extrinsic fraud) an element was not pled or
that antitrust conspiracy was not adequately averred. In recognition that now something more than a short
and concise statement is needed to plead antitrust and probably RICO conspiracy after Bell Atlantic Corp.
v. Twombly the plaintiff included the material facts. Because the material facts meeting the elements of
RICO are public record and indisputable, just like they were in the plaintiff’s federal antitrust cases, the
defendants must have the judge sanction the plaintiff and tar and feather his pleadings to stop the litigation
at any cost before the plaintiff can present the evidence to the finder of fact, much less conduct discovery.
Now in Limestone Development v. Village of Lemont, Ill., 520 F.3d 797 at 804 (7th Cir., 2008) the
Seventh Circuit with caution has adopted the plaintiff’s prudent belief Twombly is applicable to RICO
conspiracy. The plaintiff’s pleading was tempered however by the defendants’ co-conspirators through
Husch, Blackwell and Sanders LLP obtaining sanctions on pleadings for supposedly violating Rule 8 with
supplemental detail previously required for antitrust conspiracy by Kansas District Judge Carlos Murguia.
USA John Wood is aware a set of facts could exist that would make Bradley J. Schlozman jointly
and severally liable as a member of a RICO enterprise and as a RICO co-conspirator. Any defense counsel
for Schlozman would be responsible for knowing that not only the plaintiff’s RICO allegations against
Schlozman in his capacity as an agent of the Republican National Committee as averred with detail in this
complaint but that further misconduct in furtherance of the defendants’ scheme to artificially inflate
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hospital supply costs and overcharge Medicare and Medicaid were committed by Bradley J. Schlozman and
the later US Attorney for the Western District of Missouri, John Wood in obstructing the criminal
prosecution of the Novation LLC Hospital CoxHealth in Springfield, Missouri for Medicare fraud. After
US Attorney Todd Graves had convened a Grand Jury in this jurisdiction at the displeasure of Karl Rove,
US Senator Kit Bond and Governor Matt Blunt, Graves had to be fired by the RICO conspirator Karl Rove.
This further set of facts is detailed at length in exb 6 through exb 6-5 the complaint and
appendices in Lipari v. Novation et al. a 16th Circuit Court of Missouri case Case No. 0816-cv-04217 filed
subsequent to the present racketeering complaint. Under the table of contents for section IV entitled “The
Attempt to Interfere With CoxHealth Investigation”, the role and conduct of Bradley J. Schlozman, Scott J.
Bloch, USA for Kansas Eric F. Melgran and USA John Wood in the obstruction of justice to further the
defendants’ scheme to overcharge Medicare and Medicaid is described with particularity at pages 20-55.
The Novation defendant Lathrop & Gage LC did not seek dismissal of the plaintiff’s claims but is instead
arguing that Missouri’s punitive damages provisions are unconstitutional.
Beyond knowing the existence of a set of facts entitling the plaintiff to relief against Schlozman
for RICO violations, John Wood, the US Attorney for the Western District of Missouri worked in the same
law office as the defendant and participated in unlawful conduct with Schlozman for the purposes of
advancing the defendants’ racketeering scheme described in the plaintiff’s present RICO complaint. The
serious bar to Wood representing Schlozman described in the plaintiff’s opposition to extension (see exb 1)
is now complicated by USA John Wood denying the plaintiff’s complaint against Schlozman states a claim
when USA John Wood has personal knowledge of Bradley J. Schlozman’s participation in the defendants’
scheme as Wood himself did in the plan to settle criminal charges against the Novation LLC hospital Cox
Health Care Services Of The Ozarks, Inc. and criminal charges against its officials including Robert H.
Bezanson. United States v. Cancilla, 725 F.2d 867, 870 (2d Cir.1984) (defendant could not
waive a conflict where, unbeknownst to him, his counsel allegedly engaged in criminal activities similar to
the charges against defendant with a possible co-conspirator of defendant).
The plaintiff attempted to alert the Office of the US Attorney for the Western District of Missouri
of the impossibility of providing Schlozman a defense and even sent a letter informing Assistant US
Attorney Jeffrey P. Ray of Ray’s responsibility to file an ethics complaint against USA John Wood with the
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US Department of Justice Office of Professional Responsibility for Wood’s entry of an appearance as
Schlozman’s defense counsel in an action against Schlozman in his private capacity as an agent of the
Republican National Committee, filed after Schlozman was no longer a government official. See exb 7.
Letter to Jeffrey P. Ray.
When courts have attempted to hold RICO complaints to a now discredited heightened standard of
pleading1 it has been to avoid the temptation "to dress a garden-variety fraud and deceit case in RICO
clothing." Condict v. Condict, 826 F.2d 923, 929 (10th Cir. 1987). The problem the USA John Wood has
with invoking a non law based bias against RICO claims and subjecting the plaintiff to a heightened
standard is that the claims against the GE defendants had been paired down (albeit through extrinsic fraud
in getting the federal antitrust claims dismissed) to state law contract related misconduct. Then the
defendants in concert committed numerous racketeering acts to interfere with even the resolution of the
plaintiff’s state claims. The US Supreme Court has rejected the argument judges should intercede to
prevent RICO from being used to prevent “over-federalization” of state law prohibited conduct: “Whatever
the merits of petitioners' arguments as a policy matter, we are not at liberty to rewrite RICO to reflect
their—or our—views of good policy” Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemnity Co., No. 07-210 (U.S.
6/9/2008) (2008).
The present complaint details these acts subsequent to the dismissal of the federal antitrust claims
and USA John Wood knows some of the acts were done and Wood willingly became a latecomer to the
conspiracy, fraudulently participating in a malicious investigation of the plaintiff for the purpose of
attempting to fraudulently conceal the unauthorized use of electronic eavesdropping and other measures
used by Schlozman for the RNC for the purpose of interfering in the plaintiff’s civil litigation (and to
procure the sanctions Wood now attempts to use to mislead this court) all of which is detailed in the
complaint.
II. Schlozman’s assertion the complaint does not establish an “enterprise” involving Schlozman for
purposes of civil RICO.

1

The latest to resolve this issue is the 11th Circuit: “We now hold that RICO predicate acts not sounding in
fraud need not necessarily be pleaded with the particularity required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b).” Liquidation
Commission of Banco Intercontinental v. Renta, No. 06-15388 at pg. 32 (11th Cir. 6/19/2008) (11th Cir.,
2008).
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The plaintiff loaned Rosalind Wynne the computer to organize her notes on the False Claims
being made against Medicare by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Kansas. At every step of the way she was
blocked by the Western District of Missouri Office of the US Attorney. This was just a small part of the
nationwide enterprise under the control of the defendants and Novation LLC to loot Medicare. The
plaintiff’s complaint adequately pleads the enterprise to defraud Medicare and Medicaid by overcharging
for hospital supplies and the defendants’ various roles in protecting the ongoing Novation LLC scheme.
The alleged enterprises do not include a bankruptcy. The complaint clearly pleads the over arching
enterprise. It is a concerted effort by Volunteer Hospital Association, University Healthcare Consortium,
Novation LLC, Neoforma, Inc. General Electric and GHX LLC to defraud Medicare and Medicaid.
Schlozman’s alleged role, like Seyfarth Shaw’s are mere bit parts. Schlozman’s is in the obstruction of the
plaintiff’s efforts to obtain redress and recover his business property required to enter the market for
hospital supplies monopolized by the Novation LLC just like Seyfarth Shaw’s is in destroying the
plaintiff’s third effort to cover for the escrow accounts withheld by US Bancorp by obtaining Michael W.
Lynch’s assistance in arranging underwriters for the investment capital. General Electric knowingly
participated in destroying the plaintiff’s second effort to use property he had obtained to enter the market
for hospital supplies and it appears funded Seyfarth Shaw’s destruction of Lynch.
Like Seyfarth Shaw’s misleading arguments Schlozman has incorporated by reference according
to footnote 4 at page 4 of Schlozman’s motion including co-conspirators must be in privity (improperly
citing state law 2 not, the far higher federal standard excluding privity this court is required to follow and
ignoring Seyfarth’s conduct is after the cited Kansas District Court decisions) USA John Wood
misrepresents the current state of civil RICO law.
This circuit has not resolved whether the association-in-fact enterprise Schlozman is alleged to be
part of requires proof of a common fraudulent purpose at the summary judgment phase. See Craig Outdoor
Advertising, Inc. v. Viacom Outdoor, Inc., No. 06-3341 at pg. 33 (8th Cir. 6/4/2008) (8th Cir., 2008).
However the complaint avers Schlozman was a member of an association-in-fact enterprise and that he
committed perjury before the US Senate in a conspiracy to protect the enterprise from discovery (the
2

“Here the res judicata effect of the first judgment, which was entered in federal court and based on federal
law, is governed by federal law. See Canady v. Allstate Ins. Co., 282 F.3d 1005, 1014 (8th Cir. 2002)”
Friez v. First American Bank & Trust of Minot, 2003 C08 394 (USCA8, 2003) See also the court’s analysis
at ¶22 precluding privity.
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complaint alleges Schlozman was called to testify because of a surprising chain of events triggered by the
plaintiff’s press release about the wrongful firing of USA Todd Graves published by the plaintiff because
the conspiracy was preventing the plaintiff from obtaining discovery on his contract claims in state court).
Among the details in the complaint condemned as surplus by the other defendants are the
relationships, structures and hierarchies of both legitimate and illegitimate organizations satisfying the
structure requirements at least at the pleading stage for an enterprise. Bradley J. Schlozman’s enterprise and
the organizations Schlozman has conspired with would not embarrass “The Chicago Vice Lords.” See
Limestone Development v. Village of Lemont, Ill., 520 F.3d 797 at 804 (7th Cir., 2008) citing United States
v. Jackson, 207 F.3d 910, 914 (7th Cir.), vacated and remanded for reconsideration on unrelated grounds,
531 U.S. 953, 121 S.Ct. 376, 148 L.Ed.2d 290 (2000). "’[T]he existence of an association-in-fact is
oftentimes more readily proven by what it does, rather than by abstract analysis of its structure.’ United
Stabs v. Coonan, 938 F.2d 1553, 1559 (2d Cir.1991)” Republic of Colombia v. Diageo North America Inc.,
531 F.Supp.2d 365 at 422 (E.D.N.Y., 2007). Republic of Colombia happens to be a supply chain RICO
control case to artificially inflate retail liquor prices detailed at 423-427 that is not unlike Novation LLC.
The complaint describes an organization bigger and with more capacity than that required to
commit the alleged predicate acts. The failure to do this by other plaintiffs creates the case law where an
enterprise is insufficiently averred. Thus, the defense counsel’s continual whining over the robustly detailed
enterprises and conspiracy in the plaintiff’s complaint. In actuality, this quality of the plaintiff’s complaint
is the Eight Circuit’s defining criteria for the sufficiency of an enterprise:
“The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has defined this characteristic as follows:
Th[e] distinct structure might be demonstrated by proof that a group has engaged in a diverse
pattern of crimes or that it has an organizational pattern or system of authority beyond what was
necessary to perpetrate the predicate crimes [....] Thus, the "focus of the inquiry" on this
characteristic is "whether the enterprise encompasses more than what is necessary to commit
the predicate RICO offense." [Diamonds Plus, Inc., 960 F.2d at 770].
Gunderson, 85 F.Supp.2d at 916 (quoting Reynolds v. Condon, 908 F.Supp. 1494, 1509
(N.D.Iowa 1995)).”[Emphasis added]
Schuster v. Anderson, 378 F.Supp.2d 1070 at 1096 (N.D. Iowa, 2005).
Quite simply, the plaintiff’s complaint alleges an enterprise by the current Eighth Circuit standard,
related predicate acts that pose a threat of continuing criminal activity:
“To constitute racketeering activity under RICO, the predicate acts must be related and must
"amount to or pose a threat of continued criminal activity." H.J. Inc. v. Northwestern Bell Tel. Co.,
492 U.S. 229, 239 (1989). "Any recoverable damages occurring by reason of a violation of §
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1962(c) will flow from the commission of the predicate acts." Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473
U.S. 479, 496 (1985).”
Dahlgren v. First National Bank of Holdrege, No. 07-1951 (8th Cir. 7/11/2008) (8th Cir., 2008).
III. Schlozman’s assertion the complaint does not establish a “pattern” of racketeering activity
involving Schlozman for purposes of civil RICO.
US Attorney John Wood is attempting to deceive this court into overruling Bridge v. Phoenix
Bond & Indemnity Co., No. 07-210 (U.S. 6/9/2008) (2008) and defying the US Supreme Court by imposing
a heightened civil RICO pleading standard to throw out the plaintiff’s complaint on failure to plead a
“pattern” despite having fourteen ! predicate acts by members of Schlozman’s enterprise and conspiracy
along with continuing criminal activity by the conspirators in the Novation LLC enterprise to defraud
Medicare and Medicaid. The US Attorney John Wood is attempting to defraud the court by expressly using
the “garden-variety” misconduct argument at page 8 of his motion to dismiss that was specifically rejected
by our nation’s highest court.
The complaint alleges a RICO enterprise recognizable in other court rulings:
“The Amended Complaint further alleges, although in a somewhat disjointed fashion, each
individual Defendant's participation in the scheme, and their relationship to each other. Id. at ¶¶ 61133. Finally, the allegations in the Amended Complaint regarding the interrelationship between the
Defendants and the use of the same Mortgage Brokers, Title Companies and Appraisers with respect
to numerous loan transaction support a conclusion that the enterprise was an "ongoing
organization," within which the members "function[ed] as a continuing unit." Turkette, 452 U.S. at
583, 101 S.Ct. 2524. Drawing all inferences in favor of Superior, the Court finds that Superior's
allegations that the Defendants associated together sufficiently alleges the existence of an
"enterprise" under RICO. See Nunes, 609 F.Supp. at 1064.”
Superior Bank, F.S.B. v. Tandem Nat. Mortg., Inc., 197 F.Supp.2d 298 at 325 (D. Md., 2000)
The complaint adequately alleges that Schlozman was a co-conspirator:
“An agreement to participate in a RICO conspiracy may be shown either by proving "an agreement
on the overall objective of the conspiracy" or by showing that the defendant agreed to commit two
predicate acts. United States v. Browne, 505 F.3d 1229, 1264 (11th Cir. 2007) (citation omitted).
The existence of an agreement, as well as its objective, may be inferred from circumstantial
evidence demonstrating "that each defendant must necessarily have known that the others were also
conspiring to participate in the same enterprise through a pattern of racketeering activity." Id.
(citation omitted). But this does not require proof that "each conspirator agreed with every other
conspirator . . . [or] was aware of all the details of the conspiracy." Starrett, 55 F.3d at 1544. Indeed,
participation in a conspiracy may be inferred merely from acts which furthered its object. United
States v. Kopituk, 690 F.2d 1289, 1323 (11th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 463 U.S. 1209 (1983) (citation
omitted).”
Liquidation Commission of Banco Intercontinental v. Renta, No. 06-15388 at pg. 25 (11th Cir. 6/19/2008)
(11th Cir., 2008)
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US Attorney John Wood instead advocates a wholesale revolution in criminal law by asking this
court to make a civil RICO precedent invalidating the low threshold for racketeering conspiracy which
would result in overhauling Rule 8b of criminal procedure:
“It is clear that in conspiracy cases, particularly RICO cases, the mere allegation of conspiracy is
sufficient to tie defendants closely enough together for Rule 8(b) purposes. A RICO count itself,
"virtually by definition, ... constitute[s] a `series of acts or transactions' sufficiently intertwined to
permit a joint trial of all defendants." United States v. Bagaric, 706 F.2d 42, 69 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 464 U.S. 840, 104 S.Ct. 133, 134, 78 L.Ed.2d 128 (1983). Equally, the racketeering acts
constituting the alleged RICO violation are closely enough related to permit a joint trial under Rule
8(b).17 The only question is whether Simon's alleged extortion of Ralph Lawrence is part of the
same series of acts or transactions as any of the racketeering acts, so as to sustain joinder under Rule
8(b).”
U.S. v. Biaggi, 705 F.Supp. 852 (S.D.N.Y., 1988).
United States v. Weisman, 624 F.2d 1118, 1129 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 871, 101 S.Ct. 209,
66 L.Ed.2d 91 (1980) cautioned against precisely this result when the loose RICO pattern standard is
eviscerated to defeat the element against one co-conspirator:
“If ... [predicate] acts could properly be considered part of a "pattern of racketeering activity,"
we see no reason why they could not similarly constitute part of a "series of acts or transactions
constituting an offense" within the meaning of Rule 8(b). Indeed, a construction of Rule 8(b) that
required a closer relationship between transactions than that necessary to establish a "pattern of
racketeering activity" under RICO might possibly prohibit joinder in circumstances where Congress
clearly envisioned a single trial.”
US v. Weisman at pg 1129.
IV. Schlozman’s assertion the complaint does not establish that Schlozman committed any predicate
acts for purposes of civil RICO.
The USA Attorney implies what Seyfarth Shaw’s clearly erroneous or intentionally misleading
enterprise overtly states that the plaintiff’s complaint detailing misconduct to disrupt the plaintiff’s efforts
at redress do not state predicate acts because extrinsic fraud or extortion to procure court outcomes contrary
to controlling law cannot be an enumerated RICO predicate act or cannot be the goal of an enterprise. The
plaintiff has clearly stated the existence of an enterprise, averred that Bradley J. Schlozman and Seyfarth
Shaw were part of the association in fact enterprise and that they made false pre-litigation statements and
threats (yes Seyfarth Shaw extorted the plaintiff and made false representations in the pre-litigation stage of
the disputes between the plaintiff and Lipari) as well as committing extortion during the litigation. USA
John Wood, Bradley J. Schlozman and the lawyers of Seyfarth Shaw should refrain from attempting to be
admitted to the bar in the State of New York where the issues raised by them would not be suffered long:
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“In the instant case, plaintiffs have pled the illegal acts of the defendants which constitute
"racketeering activity" and the methods used by them which caused injury to plaintiffs. The alleged
pattern of racketeering engaged in by defendants includes: the use of the U.S. mail to fraudulently
obtain the judgment confirming the Beth Din arbitration award; filing and recording the allegedly
fraudulent deed of January 15, 2004; sending checks issued by defendants in furtherance of their
scheme; filing documents with respect to the eviction of the Ungar family in the Housing Part of
Civil Court, Kings County; colluding among themselves in filing false statements in their answers;
and, the use of telephone wires on numerous occasions to call UNGAR to have him induce WEISZ
to resign as Trustee of the TRUST. Plaintiffs allege that each of the defendants acted in concert
through an illegal "enterprise" to commit the theft of 1941 51st Street from UNGAR. The definition
of "enterprise," pursuant to 18 USC § 1961 (4), includes a "group of individuals associated in
fact although not a legal entity." Thus, FELLER, JULIAN and UZIEL are all alleged to be
part of an "enterprise" formed to defraud the TRUST and UNGAR. Therefore, plaintiffs
allege that the violations of the RICO statutes by defendants FELLER, JULIAN and UZIEL
are the proximate cause of plaintiffs' injuries, and are subject to civil penalties of treble
damages plus attorneys' fees. (18 USC § 1964 (c); Anza v. Ideal Steel Supply Corp., 547 US 451,
457 [2006]; Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., Inc., 473 US 479, 497 [1985]; McLaughlin v. American
Tobacco Co., 522 F3d 215 [2d Cir 2008]).”
Becher v. Feller, 2008 NY Slip Op 51060(U) at pg. 10 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 5/29/2008).
Schlozman is alleged to be a RICO conspirator and the conspiracy does not even have to have
committed a predicate act for Schlozman to be liable: “In re Motel 6 Securities Litigation, 161 F.Supp.2d
227 at 237 (S.D.N.Y., 2001). RICO conspiracy does not require the government to prove that any
predicate act was actually committed at all.” [Emphasis added]” Plaintiff’s Consolidated Suggestion at
pg. 18.
V. Schlozman’s assertion the complaint does not establish that he has standing to assert a civil RICO
claim as to any of the predicate acts allegedly committed by Schlozman.
The complaint alleges that the plaintiff was injured in his business by the conduct of the
conspirators, and the enterprise Schlozman is alleged to be part of. The complaint specifically charges
Bradley J. Schlozman only in his individual capacity as a private citizen and as an agent for
The Republican National Committee, an organization that is not the government. The Supreme Court
handed down an opinion holding that there is no constitutional impediment to allowing a case to proceed
while the President is in office. See Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S. 681, 117 S.Ct. 1636, 137 L.Ed.2d 945
(1997). "[i]mmunities are grounded in `the nature of the function performed,'" rather than in the lawful or
unlawful motivations of the person performing them. (P. Opp. at 10, quoting Clinton v. Jones, 520 U.S.
681, 693, 117 S.Ct. 1636, 137 L.Ed.2d 945 (1997)). Schlozman is alleged to commit perjuryin the function
of a testifying witness for the purpose of concealing the RICO enterprise in conspiracy with other agents of
the RNC. Perjury cannot be a core function of Schlozman’s former office in the USDOJ protected from
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judicial "intrusion" in the form of private lawsuits for damages under Nixon, 457 U.S. at 754, 102 S.Ct.
2690. Also Schlozman was not a prosecutor at the time he falsely testified to the US Senate Judiciary
Committee so his perjury is not immunized under White v. Murphy, 789 F.2d 614 (8 Cir.1986).
USA John Wood seeks to mislead the court by fraudulently stating the complaint alleges predicate
acts by Schlozman for decisions whether to prosecute or not prosecute a case. Here again USA John Wood
shamelessly commits the same straw man fraud harshly condemned in Limone v. Condon, 372 F.3d 39 at
46 (1st Cir., 2004) and which John K. Power of Hush Blackwell Sanders LLP used to procure facially
erroneous decisions in Kansas District Court, despite notice of the unlawfulness. There is no predicate act
in the fourteen charged by the plaintiff for prosecutorial decisions, the eleventh count charges Schlozman
with the predicate act of perjury to defraud the US Senate where Schlozman’s function was that of witness,
not prosecutor or mere USDOJ assistant attorney. The perjuries alleged included misrepresentations over
ministerial decisions including hiring decisions in violation of the Hatch Act and knowledge of the
unlawful firing of USA Todd Graves.
CONCLUSION
Congress has determined what the requirements are for seeking redress in RICO. The latest Supreme
Court ruling, (post dating USA John Wood’s authorities) Bridge v. Phoenix Bond & Indemnity Co., No. 07210 (U.S. 6/9/2008) has cautioned judges not to impose requirements that are not in the RICO statutes. The
plaintiff has met the pleading requirements. Similarly, in authority not addressed by USA John Wood,
Erickson v. Pardus, the court has clarified in the wake of Twombly that in the pleading stage before
discovery has commenced, the court is required to accept the plaintiff’s averments as true.
If the USA Attorney’s assertions have any validity it will only be after discovery has been conducted
and the action proceeds to summary judgment phase without evidence to support the plaintiff’s complaint.
Unfortunately, what the court is witnessing is however USA John Wood acting contrary to law and
representing Schlozman, a fellow participant in what has plagued the Western District Court’s ability to
resolve the Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, et al., Case No. 05-0210-CV-W-ODS antitrust
litigation against Novation LLC, now attempting to stop the plaintiff from putting on evidence to the finder
of fact.
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Respectfully submitted,
S/ Samuel K. Lipari
Samuel K. Lipari

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify I have sent a copy via email to the undersigned and opposing counsel via ECF on 7/22/08 through
posting an electronic file with the Clerk of the Western District of Missouri Court.
John K. Power
Leonard L. Wagner
Michael S. Hargens
Husch Blackwell Sanders, LLP
1200 Main Street
Suite 2300
Kansas City, MO 64105
(816)283-4651
Fax: (816)421-0596
john.power@husch.com
lwagner@kcsouthern.com
michael.hargens@husch.com
J. Nick Badgerow
Spencer Fane Britt & Browne, LLP
9401 Indian Creek Parkway
Suite 700
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913)327-5134
Fax: (913)345-0736
nbadgerow@spencerfane.com
Jeffrey P. Ray
Office of the United States Attorney
400 E. 9th St.
Room 5510
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 426-3130
Fax: (816) 426-3165
Jeffrey.Ray@usdoj.gov
S/ Samuel K. Lipari
____________________
Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
816-365-1306
saml@medicalsupplychain.com
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Former MO US Attorney Todd Graves the Ninth Attorney Targeted by Alberto Gonzales

Apr 09, 2007

KANSAS CITY, MO -- Medical Supply Chain founder Samuel Lipari unearthed a US Department of Justice memo revealing the
Office of the Attorney General had targeted not eight but ten US Attorneys including the former attorney for the Western District
of Missouri, Todd P. Graves. The documents were obtained during Medical Supply Chain's discovery related to the civil
antitrust action Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Novation LLC, et al, Western District of Missouri case #05-210-CV-W-ODS filed
on March 9, 2005.
The e-mail dated January 9th, 2006 from Kyle Sampson, chief of staff for Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, to Harriet Miers
and William Kelley at the White House, shows the ten U.S. Attorneys that were first selected to voluntarily resign or face
termination. Attorneys that resigned were redacted. Todd P. Graves of Missouri resigned March 24, 2006.
The Western District of Missouri US Attorney office under Todd P. Graves had been active in prosecuting Medicare fraud.
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s civil antitrust suit against Texas based Novation LLC, Volunteer Hospital Association (VHA),
University Health System Consortium (UHC) and Neoforma, Inc. alleges the companies formed a cartel and were involved in a
scheme to monopolize hospital supplies to defraud Medicare through payments to administrators and kickbacks. The scheme
resulted in almost all of Kansas City, Missouri St. Luke's hospital's one hundred million dollar supply budget being purchased
through Novation LLC. St. Luke's merged with University of Kansas Hospital after Irene Cumming, CEO of the University of
Kansas Hospital was given a job by University Health System Consortium (UHC) on March 19, 2007.
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The first prosecutor identified as being fired by the Office of the Attorney General was Carol Lam, a U.S. Attorney in San
Diego, California. Carol Lam was personally prosecuting Medicare fraud at the Tenet Healthcare Alvarado hospital when
political pressure was brought on the Justice Department to remove her from office. Carol Lam's prosecution caused the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services threatened to cut Medicare and Medicaid funds to Alvarado Hospital Case #
03CR15870 US Dist. Court Southern California.

List on Newsvine

On May 17, 2006, Alvarado Hospital's parent company, Tenet Healthcare, agreed to sell or close the hospital and pay $21
million to settle criminal and civil charges.

Windows Live

The Medical Supply Chain discovered documents include a December 4, 2006 e-mail from Attorney General Alberto Gonzales'
Chief of Staff Kyle Sampson targeting Carol Lam. On December 7, 2006, the Justice Department fired Carol Lam and the six
other U.S. attorneys that refused to resign.
Samuel Lipari became concerned that Attorney General Alberto Gonzales was using the firing of appointed US Attorneys and
senior assistant US Attorneys to obstruct justice in investigations involving public corruption on October 18, 2004 when white
collar crime prosecuting Assistant US Attorneys Leonard Senerote, Michael Uhl and Michael Snipes were fired from the Ft.
Worth Texas office of the US Attorney that had issued subpoenas in an ongoing investigation of Novation LLC and other
hospital suppliers for anticompetitive practices. Samuel Lipari was especially concerned over the firings in the Ft. Worth office
where the chief US Attorney responsible for Medicare fraud, Thelma Louise Quince Colbert had been found dead in her
swimming pool on July 20th, 2004 and the Ft. Worth office Senior US Prosecuting Attorney that had signed the subpoenas,
Shannon Ross (formerly of Kansas) was found dead in her home on September 13th, 2004. Shannon Ross's investigation of
Novation LLC sparked the New York Times article "Wide U.S. Inquiry Into Purchasing For Health Care" on Saturday August
21, 2004.
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales used a little known provision of the USA PATRIOT Act to replace Todd P. Graves with
Bradley Schlozman. Bradley Schlozman failed to prosecute public corruption related to the Medical Supply Chain litigation and
failed to enforce civil rights laws related to the Novation LLC defendants success in getting Medical Supply Chain's counsel
Bret D. Landrith disbarred. Samuel Lipari raised these concerns before the US Court of Appeals for the Eight Circuit. On
January 16, 2007 Attorney General Gonzales tried to quell criticism of the mass US Attorney firings and the misuse of the USA
PATRIOT Act by announcing John Wood would be taking Schlozman's place in Kansas City.
Samuel Lipari is the founder of Medical Supply Chain and is currently launching a consumer oriented discount medical supply
business based in Lee's Summit, Missouri: http://MedicalSupplyLine.com Mr. Lipari was forced to represent himself in the
lawsuit.
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About Medical Supply Chain: Medical Supply Chain (MSC) is a worldwide provider of web-based supply chain collaboration
solutions with an electronic marketplace serving health care communities and their trading partners. Medical Supply Chain was
founded in May of 2000 with a mission to deliver enabling supply chain technology in health care. To learn more visit:
http://www.MedicalSupplyChain.com/news.htm.
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CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS
Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy
and Consumer Rights of the United States Senate on "Hospital Group Purchasing:
Are the Industry’s Reforms Sufficient to Ensure Competition?"
March 15, 2006

Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust,
Competition Policy and Consumer Rights of the United States Senate on "Hospital Group
Purchasing: How to Maintain Innovation and Cost Savings"
September 14, 2004

Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary United States Senate Subcommittee on
Antitrust,Competition Policy and Consumer Rights on "Hospital Group Purchasing:
Has the Market Become More Open to Competition?
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Attorney General Alberto Gonzales Sandbagged Novation LLC Prosecution

Apr 16, 2007

KANSAS CITY, MO -- Novation LLC a hospital supplier in Irving, Texas admitted in a Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals filing
dated April 9th, 2007 that it was identified as a co-conspirator in a 2002 scheme to use US Bancorp’s trust division to prevent
Medical Supply Chain from entering the market for hospital supplies by withholding escrow accounts and misusing the USA
PATRIOT act as a pretext.
On July 30, 2006 the British newspaper the Daily Mail reported that Novation was under a bribes probe by the US Department
of Justice stating Novation; “…is being investigated by American prosecutors following accusations that it has accepted huge
'bribes' from medical manufacturers.”
On July 31, 2006 the London Times reported the existence of the US Department of Justice investigation of Novation’s
conduct as a hospital group purchasing organization or “GPO” and quoted Professor Prakash Sethi, president of the
International Center for Corporate Accountability at Baruch College in New York who stated “My most conservative estimates
suggest that GPOs extract extra profits of $5 billion (£2.6 billion) to $6 billion which legitimately belong to their principal clients,
the hospitals.”
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After Alberto Gonzales became Attorney General on February 3, 2005, the investigation of Novation was suppressed even
though insider Novation executives came forward to the US Department of Justice with evidence of laundering hospital funds
through the publicly traded electronic hospital supply marketplace Neoforma, Inc. that was then controlled by Novation,
Volunteer Hospital Association (VHA), and University Health System Consortium (UHC) and is now owned by the electronic
hospital supply marketplace GHX, LLC.
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In an April 18, 2005 affidavit, Medical Supply Chain founder Samuel Lipari complained about FBI misuse of USA PATRIOT Act
surveillance powers. The affidavit described interception of electronic communications and searches by law enforcement
officials being used to interfere with and obstruct Lipari’s civil prosecution of the Novation defendants in Medical Supply Chain,
Inc., v. Novation LLC et al, US District Court for the W.D. of Missouri No. 05-0210-CV-W-ODS

Technorati

Attorney General Alberto Gonzales confirmed the existence of the program for warrantless surveillance, first reported in The
New York Times, on December 19, 2005. However on January 25, 2006 Gonzales wrote that “there has not been a single
verified abuse of any of the provisions” of the USA PATRIOT Act.

Yahoo!

Samuel Lipari again complained on October 12, 2006 in the US Court of Appeals for the Eight Circuit in St. Louis, Missouri that
US District Attorney Bradley J. Schlozman failed to investigate evidence of public corruption brought to his office and permitted
obstruction of justice to continue despite the injuries to Samuel Lipari, his family and associates.
On January 16, 2007 Attorney General Gonzales responded to criticism of his misuse of the USA PATRIOT Act by announcing
John Wood would be taking Bradley Schlozman's place in Kansas City two days before he gave his previous testimony to
Congress.
On March 22, 2007, Attorney General Alberto Gonzales met in St. Louis with U.S. Attorneys Catherine L. Hanaway and
Bradley J. Schlozman of Missouri districts to conduct an undisclosed discussion related to the conduct of US Attorney Bradley
J. Schlozman.
Disappointed with the continuing US Department of Justice cover up, on April 9, 2007 Samuel Lipari publicly disclosed Medical
Supply discovery revealing the US Attorneys targeted by Karl Rove and Attorney General Alberto Gonzales that resulted in
Todd Graves being replaced by Bradley J. Schlozman a year earlier. John Wood was finally sworn in as the US Attorney for
the Western District of Missouri on April 11, 2007.
About Medical Supply Chain: Medical Supply Chain (MSC) is a worldwide provider of web-based supply chain collaboration
solutions with an electronic marketplace serving health care communities and their trading partners. Medical Supply Chain was
founded in May of 2000 with a mission to deliver enabling supply chain technology in health care. To learn more visit:
http://www.MedicalSupplyChain.com/news.htm.
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CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS
Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy
and Consumer Rights of the United States Senate on "Hospital Group Purchasing:
Are the Industry’s Reforms Sufficient to Ensure Competition?"
March 15, 2006

Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust,
Competition Policy and Consumer Rights of the United States Senate on "Hospital Group
Purchasing: How to Maintain Innovation and Cost Savings"
September 14, 2004

Hearing Before the Committee on the Judiciary United States Senate Subcommittee on
Antitrust,Competition Policy and Consumer Rights on "Hospital Group Purchasing:
Has the Market Become More Open to Competition?
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS
MEDICAL SUPPLY CHAIN, INC.,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
NEOFORMA, INC., et al.,
)
)
Defendants. )

CIVIL ACTION
No. 05-2299-CM

SHOW CAUSE ORDER

On April 8, 2008, plaintiff filed a Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment and Answer to Order

to Show Cause (Doc. 128). Defendants have failed to timely submit a response to the pending motion.

Rule 7.4 of the Rules of Practice provides that the “failure to file a brief or response within the time

specified within [Rules 6.1 and 7.1(c)] shall constitute the waiver of the right thereafter to file such
brief or response, except upon a showing of excusable neglect.” D. Kan R.7.4.

Defendants are therefore directed to show cause, in writing, on or before May 23, 2008, why

plaintiff's motion (Doc. 128) should not be granted. Defendants are further directed to file a response

to plaintiff’s motion on or before May 27, 2008. Where defendants fail to respond to this order, the

court will consider plaintiff’s motion (Doc. 128 ) without the benefit of defendants' response, as set
out in Rule 7.4.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 16th day of May 2008, at Kansas City, Kansas.
s/ Carlos Murguia
CARLOS MURGUIA
United States District Judge

Exb 5

05/31/2006

Docket
Motion Denied
Entry:
Text: ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS GE'S MOTION TO DISMISS
UPON FULL CONSIDERATION, the Court, having reviewed
General Electric Company, General Electric Capital Business
Asset Funding Corporation and GE Transportation System's
Global Signaling, LLC's Motion to Dismiss filed on May 4, 2006 by
Defendants and being fully advised in the premises, hereby
DENIES the motion. WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, General
Electric Company, General Electric Capital Business Asset
Funding Corporation and GE Transportation System's Global
Signaling, LLC's Motion to Dismiss is DENIED. Dated: MAY 25,
2006 ____________________________________ W STEPHEN
NIXON, Judge

Associated Docket Entries: 05/04/2006 - Motion to Dismiss
Gen Electric Capital Business Asset Funding Corp and GE Transp
Systems Global signaling LLC.
Docket
Motion Granted/Sustained
Entry:
Text: ORDER GRANTING HEARTLAND FINANCIAL'S MOTION TO
DISMISS UPON FULL CONSIDERATION, the Court, having
reviewed Heartland Financial's Motion to Dismiss filed on May 4,
2006 by Defendant and being fully advised in the premises, hereby
GRANTS the motion. WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED, Heartland
Financial's Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED for Plaintiff's failure to
state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Dated: MAY 25,
2006 ____________________________________ W STEPHEN
NIXON, Judge
Associated Docket Entries: 05/04/2006 - Motion to Dismiss
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS
SAMUEL K. LIPARI,
Plaintiff,
v.
US BANCORP NA and
US BANK NA,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CIVIL ACTION
No. 07-2146-CM

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
Plaintiff Samuel K. Lipari brings this action against defendants US Bancorp NA and
US Bank NA. This matter is before the court on defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s
Complaint (Doc. 22).
I.

Factual Background
Plaintiff filed the instant action in Jackson County Circuit Court on November 28, 2006

(Jackson County Case No. 0616-CV-32307). On December 13, 2006, defendants removed the
action to the United States District Court for the Western District of Missouri, Western Division, on
the basis of diversity. On April 11, 2007, the United States District Court for the Western District of
Missouri transferred the case to this court. Plaintiff brings the following five claims against
defendants, each under Missouri state law: (1) breach of contract; (2) fraud; (3) trade secret
misappropriation; (4) breach of fiduciary duty; and (5) prima facie tort.
II.

Standing
Defendant argues that plaintiff lacks standing to bring claims on behalf of Medical Supply

Chain, Inc. (“Medical Supply”) because under Missouri law (1) a corporation continues business in

Exb 7

its name in order to wind up its business affairs; (2) dissolution does not transfer the corporation’s
property; and (3) the claims alleged in the complaint are not assigned to plaintiff merely by reason of
the dissolution. Plaintiff argues that he has standing because Medical Supply assigned him all of its
interests and rights, including the claims in this lawsuit.
As the party bringing this lawsuit, plaintiff has the burden to establish that he has standing to
bring these claims. Standing “must be supported in the same way as any other matter on which the
plaintiff bears the burden of proof, i.e., with the manner and degree of evidence required at the
successive stages of litigation.” Quik Payday, Inc. v. Stork, No. 06-2203-JWL, 2006 WL 2792317,
at *2 (D. Kan. 2006) (quoting Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992)) (discussing
the elements of Article III standing). At the motion to dismiss stage, general factual allegations may
suffice, “for on a motion to dismiss we presume that general allegations embrace those specific facts
that are necessary to support the claim.” Thompson v. Jiffy Lube Int’l., Inc., 505 F. Supp. 2d 907,
923 (D. Kan. 2007). On a motion to dismiss, the court must accept as true all material allegations of
the complaint, and must construe the complaint in favor of plaintiff. Ward v. Utah, 321 F.3d 1263,
1266 (10th Cir. 2003) (“‘For purposes of ruling on a motion to dismiss for want of standing, both the
trial and reviewing courts must accept as true all material allegations of the complaint, and must
construe the complaint in favor of the complaining party.’”) (quoting Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490
(1975)).
Under Missouri law, a shareholder does not have standing to sue in his individual capacity
for damages to the corporation. Hutchings v. Manchester Life and Cas. Mgmt. Corp.,
896 F. Supp. 946, 947 (E.D. Mo. 1995). Corporate dissolution does not transfer standing to a
shareholder. A dissolved corporation’s existence continues in order for the corporation to wind up
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its business affairs. Mo. Rev. Stat. § 351.476. Dissolution does not transfer title to the corporation’s
property or prevent commencement of a proceeding by or against the corporation in its corporate
name. Id. A dissolved corporation retains the legal claims it had prior to dissolution. Even after
dissolution, the corporation, not its shareholders or trustees, is the proper party to sue or be sued. Cf.
Mabin Constr. Co., Inc. v. Historic Constructors, Inc., 851 S.W.2d 98, 103 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993)
(recognizing that Mo. Rev. Stat. § 351.476 precludes statutory trustees from being brought into suits
against an administratively dissolved corporation). Thus, plaintiff cannot bring Medical Supply’s
claims as a shareholder.
Missouri law does, however, allow a dissolved corporation to assign its claims to a thirdparty. See, e.g., Smith v. Taylor-Morley, Inc., 929 S.W.2d 918 (Mo. Ct. App. 1996) (upholding
dissolved corporation’s written assignment of rights to a purchase contract). The assignee may sue
to recover damages for the dissolved corporation’s claims. Id. (holding assignee of dissolved
corporation’s rights under a purchase contract could sue for injuries to dissolved corporation for
breach of the purchase contract). Here, plaintiff alleges that he is the assignee of all rights and
interests of Medical Supply, including the claims in this lawsuit. Accepting as true all material
allegations of the complaint and construing the complaint in favor of plaintiff, the court finds that
plaintiff has met his burden at this stage of the proceeding. Defendant’s motion is denied with
respect to standing.
III.

Res Judicata
As Medical Supply’s assignee, plaintiff has no greater rights than Medical Supply had at the

time of the assignment. Citibank (S.D.), N.A. v. Mincks, 135 S.W.3d 545, 556–57 (Mo. Ct. App.
2004). And any defense valid against Medical Supply is valid against plaintiff. Id. Defendant
argues that res judicata bars plaintiff’s claims because Medical Supply raised or could have raised
-3-

these claims in Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. U.S. Bancorp, NA, et al., Case No. 02-2539-CM
(Medical Supply I) and Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Neoforma, Inc., et al., Case No. 05-2299-CM
(Medical Supply II).
Res judicata “‘prohibits a party from asserting any matter that might have been asserted in
the previous cause of action, even if it was not actually asserted.’” Prospero Assocs. v. Burroughs
Corp., 714 F.2d 1022, 1025 (10th Cir. 1983) (citation omitted) (emphasis supplied); see also Wedow
v. City of Kan. City, Mo., 442 F.3d 661, 669 (8th Cir. 2006).1 For the doctrine to apply, three
conditions must be satisfied: (1) the parties must be identical or in privity; (2) the suit must be based
on the same cause of action; and (3) a final judgment on the merits must have been made in the prior
action. Yapp v. Excel Corp., 186 F.3d 1222, 1226 (10th Cir. 1999) (citing King v. Union Oil Co. of
Cal., 117 F.3d 443, 445 (10th Cir. 1997)); Baker v. Chisom, 501 F.3d 920, 925 (8th Cir. 2007).
The defendants in this case were defendants in Medical Supply I and Medical Supply II.
And, as Medical Supply’s assignee, plaintiff is in privity with Medical Supply. The claims in this
case arise from the same operative facts as the claims raised in Medical Supply I and II and are based
on the same cause of action as the claims the previous cases. See, e.g., Landscape Props., Inc. v.
Whisenhunt, 127 F.3d 678, 683 (8th Cir. 1997) (recognizing “that if a case a rises out of the same
nucleus of operative fact, or is based upon the same factual predicate, as a former action, that the
two cases are really the same “claim” or “cause of action” for purposes of res judicata.”). The court
reached final judgments on the federal claims in both Medical Supply I and II.
1

The parties cite to both Tenth and Eighth Circuit law to support their res judicata
arguments, and neither cites to Missouri state law. At this point, the court need not determine which
law is applicable because the principals of res judicata are identical under each jurisdiction. See
Bannum, Inc. v. City of St. Louis, 195 S.W.3d 541, 544 (Mo. Ct. App. 2006) (“Missouri law tracks
the Eighth Circuit in defining the prerequisites for res judicata.”). But the court suggests that the
parties properly brief the issue of which law applies on issues raised in the future.
-4-

Under the doctrine of res judicata, plaintiff is prohibited from asserting claims that Medical
Supply could have raised in Medical Supply I or II. Because the state law claims alleged in this case
are based on the same cause of action as the claims in the prior lawsuits, Medical Supply could have
brought these state law claims in either of its previous lawsuits. Res judicata bars the claims that
could have been, but were not, asserted in Medical Supply I or II. See, e.g., Jones v. City of Kan.
City, Mo., 143 Fed. App’x 735 (8th Cir. 2005) (affirming that res judicata bars claims that arise out of
the same nucleus of operative facts as those in a prior lawsuit and that could have been raised in the
prior lawsuit).
But res judicata does not bar the state law claims that were raised in Medical Supply I or II.
In both cases, the court declined supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims and dismissed
the state law claims without prejudice. A dismissal without prejudice “is a dismissal that does not
‘operat[e] as an adjudication upon the merits,’ Rule 41(a)(1), and thus does not have a res judicata
effect.” Santana v. City of Tulsa, 359 F.3d 1241, 1246, n.5 (10th Cir. 2004) (quoting Cooter & Gell
v. Hartmarx Corp., 496 U.S. 384, 396 (1990)). Thus, there has been no final judgment on the merits
of the state law claims raised in Medical Supply I and II, and those claims are not barred by the
doctrine of res judicata.2
The record before the court does not clearly delineate which of plaintiff’s claims were raised
in the previous lawsuits and which are being raised for the first time. Plaintiff is ordered to file a
brief within ten days of this order setting forth which of its state law claims were dismissed without

2

The court recognizes that “denial of leave to amend constitutes res judicata on the merits of
the claims which were the subject of the proposed amended pleading.” Landscape Props., Inc., 127
F.3d at 683. But here, plaintiff’s motion to amend in Medical Supply II was stricken from the
record, not denied on the merits of the proposed amendment. The court finds that the order striking
the motion to amend does not prevent plaintiff from raising the state law claims because those
claims were specifically dismissed without prejudice.
-5-

prejudice in Medical Supply I, which were dismissed without prejudice in Medical Supply II, and
which are being raised for the first time. Defendant shall file a response within ten days of the date
plaintiff’s brief is filed.
The remainder of defendant’s motion is denied without prejudice. Defendants may refile
their motion to dismiss once the record clearly identifies which claims are barred by res judicata and
which remain pending.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that defendants’ Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s Complaint
(Doc. 22) is granted in part, denied in part, and denied without prejudice in part.
Dated this 16th day of November 2007, at Kansas City, Kansas.
s/ Carlos Murguia
CARLOS MURGUIA
United States District Judge
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IN THE STATE OF MISSOURI
JACKSON COUNTY DISTRICT COURT
AT INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
SAMUEL K. LIPARI
(Assignee of Dissolved
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.)
Plaintiff

)
)
)
)
) Case No. 0816-cv-04217
)
)
)
)

vs.
Novation,LLC et al. ,
Defendants

AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF
I Samuel K. Lipari, residing at 297 NE Bayview, in the City of Lee’s Summit and in the County of
Jackson of the State of Missouri was the chief executive officer of the now dissolved Missouri corporation
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. My company sued the individual persons Robert J. Zollars, Curt Nonomaque,
Robert J. Baker, Jerry A. Grundhoffer, Andrew Cecere, and Andrew S. Duff in the United States Court for
the Western District of Missouri action Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Novation LLC. et al, Case No. 050210-CV-W-ODS. The defendants Robert J. Zollars, Curt Nonomaque, and Robert J. Baker initially
opposed jurisdiction on the basis that long arm jurisdiction was unconstitutionally applied but then
voluntarily submitted to jurisdiction in Missouri (see affidavit exb 1, filed on behalf of individual
defendants as stated in signature block of John K. Power on page 15) for the purpose of having the law suit
transferred to the US District Court of Kansas as did the individual defendants Jerry A. Grundhoffer,
Andrew Cecere, and Andrew S. Duff.
The US District Court of Kansas where the co-defendants US Bank and US Bancorp NA and the
hospital cartel member the General Electric Corporation had previously obtained judgments contradicting
controlling law and the court appeared hostile to the plaintiff.
The action was transferred to the US District Court for the District of Kansas where it was styled
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. Novation LLC. et al Case No. 2:05-cv-2299-KHV-GLR. The defendants
Robert J. Zollars, Curt Nonomaque, and Robert J. Baker voluntarily accepted the outcome their invocation
of jurisdiction in Missouri before Hon. Judge Otrie Smith had produced. The defendants Robert J. Zollars,
Curt Nonomaque, and Robert J. Baker renewed their motion to dismiss but surrendered their objections to
jurisdiction. See Affidavit Exb 2 Renewed Motion to Dismiss. Jurisdiction over the defendants Robert J.
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Exb 8

Zollars, Curt Nonomaque, and Robert J. Baker was in the matter obtained through service of process from
the State of Missouri in the form of a summons issued by the Clerk of the US District Court for the Western
District of Missouri.
The action is now in appeal before the US Circuit Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. The
defendants Robert J. Zollars, Curt Nonomaque, and Robert J. Baker have not cross appealed or otherwise
challenged in personam jurisdiction in the continuation of the litigation.
I hereby swear certifying that the above stated facts and attachments are true to the best of my
knowledge and recollection.

Signature _____________________________

Date_____________

_________________________

Notary
Subscribed and sworn before me on

My commission expires:

Date_______________________

Date_______________________
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JX!$%77&'4-1.4%'(!:).L%5O8!9'-2!32!J&5')5!:).L%5O!J)*)34(4%'8!9'-2H!!
K&L!P(%U!$"%%!M$".N!/X-(!$KK%O (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( >H!'!
D2E2!32!>-$*14'H!!
K>L!P(%U!#%%!M?.N!/X-(!$KK$O (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $%!
D2E2!32!J%7Q*4'H!!
L&!P(>U!$>&K!M'.N!/X-(!$KK'O (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $%!
D'4.)6!E.1.)(!32!H292!6&!F%'.!6)!:)7%&5(!A!$%2H!!
>'$!\(7(!>??!M$K'&O(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( '!
Y1*O)5!F5%-)((!HZ&4=28!9'-2!32!I%%6!>1-C2!A!$C)72!$%5=2H!!
>#%!\(7(!$?%!M$K&'O(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( '!
"#$$%&'("$!
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!
Y4*.!32!P1'(1(!$4./!,5)1!J51'(=2!,&.C%54./H!!
&%K!7(0(%U!&&K!M^*(!DVV(!0(G(!$K#%O((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( K!
Y4(6%7!32!I45(.!>46L)(.!G1'O8!%#!F%=*15!G*&##H!!
$&?!P(>U!L"%!M#.N!/X-(!$KKKO (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( K!
%&"&'&$#!
$'!\(7(/(D(!h!$K((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ?!
$?!\(7(/(!h!$"%((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $%!
$#!\(7(/(!h!$">"((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $L!
$#!\(7(/(!h!$'">((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $"!
$#!\(7(/(!h!$'$>((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $$!
$#!\(7(/(!h!$K'$((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $$!
%#!\(7(/(!h!$L"L((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $!
>$!\(7(/(!h!'>$#((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $L!
^8(!):4(!7@D@(!h!L$&($L$(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( L!
(&)$*+,'&)-*.&.$#!
>'!/([(7(!:Q.*-.X*C!h!$%!M%""%O (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( $%!
/'0$#!
P,U(!)(!/XE(!=(!$$(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( >H!L!
!
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!
!"$+-(',$!-"#
D2.N*FWN! =21XC.XTT`3! 3VF-X*F3! 1CU! *F.21CUX3N2Y! ,QV1C3XE,! /*AV21XC.! U,TX,3! ,13Y!
3FAA1-YH!.N,!WX3.!*T!=21XC.XTT`3!S21XA3!X3!.N1.!E1-X*F3!N,12.N!S1-,!3FVV2Y!-,21.,U!,C.X.X,3H!E,C.F-,!
S1VX.12H! -,12! ,3.1.,! 1CU! +1CaXCW! TX-A3H! 1! 21B! TX-AH! 1CU! 1! T,U,-12! A1WX3.-1.,! N1E,! S*C3VX-,U! .*!
V-,E,C.! =21XC.XTT`3! ,C.-Y! XC.*! .N,! N,12.N! S1-,! 3FVV2Y! A1-a,.! +Y! *+3.-FS.XCW! =21XC.XTT`3! ,TT*-.3! .*!
*+.1XC!TXC1CSXCWH!*TTXS,!3V1S,!XC!1!V1-.XSF21-!+FX2UXCW!XC!^X33*F-XH!1CU!,3S-*B!3,-EXS,3(!!=21XC.XTT!
3,,a3!i>!+X22X*C!XC!U1A1W,3!1CU!133,-.3!S21XA3!FCU,-!.N,!T,U,-12!1CU!3.1.,!1C.X.-F3.!3.1.F.,3H!.N,!
\7D!=1.-X*.!DS.H!)5/8H!1CU!E1-X*F3!S*AA*C!21B!.N,*-X,3(!!
=21XC.XTT`3! /*AV21XC.H! TF22! *T! X--,2,E1C.! 1CU! FC3FVV*-.,U! 122,W1.X*C3H! 21Sa3! .N,! T1S.F12!
122,W1.X*C3! C,S,331-Y! .*! V2,1U! 1! -XWN.! .*! -,S*E,-Y! FCU,-! 1CY! *T! =21XC.XTT`3! .N,*-X,3! *T! 2X1+X2X.Y(!!
=21XC.XTT`3!3.1.,!1CU!T,U,-12!21B!S21XA3!T1X2!.*!3.1.,!1!S21XA!FV*C!BNXSN!-,2X,T!A1Y!+,!W-1C.,U!1CU!
1-,!+1--,UH!XC!21-W,!V1-.H!+Y!.N,!U*S.-XC,!*T!S*221.,-12!,3.*VV,2(!!5C!T1S.H!FCU,-!.N,!T1S.3!3,.!T*-.N!XC!
.N,! /*AV21XC.H! C*! S*WCXj1+2,! S21XA! X3! 3.1.,U! 1W1XC3.! 6*E1.X*CH! ;;/! Mk6*E1.X*ClOH! 4ZD! 5CS(!
Mk4ZDlOH! 1CU! \CXE,-3X.Y! Z,12.N3Y3.,A! /*C3*-.XFA! Mk\Z/lO! MS*22,S.XE,2YH! kG,T,CU1C.3lO(!!
@NF3H! .N,! /*AV21XC.! 3N*F2U! +,! UX3AX33,U! BX.N! V-,gFUXS,! 1CU! BX.N*F.! 1C! *VV*-.FCX.Y! T*-! -,J
V2,1UXCW! +,S1F3,! *T! .N,! V1.,C.! T-XE*2*F3C,33! *T! =21XC.XTT`3! S21XA3H! 1CU! +,S1F3,! =21XC.XTT`3! .B*!
3F+3.1C.X122Y!3XAX21-!S*AV21XC.3!N1E,!12-,1UY!+,,C!UX3AX33,U!+Y!1!<1C313!GX3.-XS.!/*F-.!1CU!.N,!
@,C.N!/X-SFX.($!
=21XC.XTT!*-XWXC122Y!TX2,U!1! 3XAX21-!21B3FX.!1W1XC3.!A1CY!*T!.N,3,!31A,!U,T,CU1C.3! XC!.N,!
\CX.,U!7.1.,3!GX3.-XS.!/*F-.!T*-!.N,!GX3.-XS.!*T!<1C313!XC!%""%(!E))!>)64-1*!E&==*/!$C14'8!9'-2!32!
DE! G1'-%5=8! :,8! ).! 12(H! /XEX2! DS.X*C! 6*(! "%J%'>KJ/^! M[FUW,! /1-2*3! ^F-WFX-1O! M.N,! k\7!
R1CS*-V! ;1B3FX.lO! M:Q(! $! .*! G,T,CU1C.3`! ^*.X*C! .*! @-1C3T,-! 4,CF,! *-! ^*.X*C! .*! GX3AX33O(!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$

!R,S1F3,!*T!.N,3,!.B*!V-X*-H!3XAX21-!21B3FX.3H!G,T,CU1C.3!g*XC!XC!.N,!A*.X*C!*T!.N,!\7!R1Ca!U,T,CU1C.3!.*!.-1C3T,-!
E,CF,!.*!.N,!GX3.-XS.!/*F-.!*T!<1C313!XC!1SS*-U1CS,!BX.N!%#!\(7(/(!h!$L"LM1O(!
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!
7F+3,fF,C.2YH!XC![FC,!%"">H!=21XC.XTT!TX2,U!3FX.!XC!.N,!GX3.-XS.!/*F-.!*T!<1C313!1W1XC3.!A1CY!*T!
.N,!]:J-,21.,U!V1-.X,3!122,W,U!.*!+,!FCC1A,U!S*JS*C3VX-1.*-3!XC!.NX3!1S.X*C(!E))!>)64-1*!E&==*/!
$C14'8! 9'-2! 32! 0)')51*! H*)-.54-! $%7=1'/8! ).! 1*(H! /XEX2! DS.X*C! 6*(! ">J%>%LJ/^! M[FUW,! /1-2*3!
^F-WFX-1O! M:Q(! %! .*! G,T,CU1C.3`! ^*.X*C! .*! @-1C3T,-! 4,CF,! *-! ^*.X*C! .*! GX3AX33O(! ! 5C! DE!
G1'-%5=H! C*.! *C2Y! UXU! .N,! @,C.N! /X-SFX.! 1TTX-A! .N,! UX3AX3312! *T! =21XC.XTT`3! /*AV21XC.! *C! .N,!
V2,1UXCW3H!X.!-,A1CU,U!.N,!S13,!.*!.N,!UX3.-XS.!S*F-.!.*!XAV*3,!31CS.X*C3!1W1XC3.!=21XC.XTT!1CU!X.3!
S*FC3,2! T*-! .N,! V-*3,SF.X*C! *T! 1! T-XE*2*F3! 1VV,12(!E))! /*AV2(! mm! $"LJ"'! Mkn@oN,! @,C.N! /X-SFX.!
V1C,2! *-U,-,U! .N1.! ^,UXS12! 7FVV2Y`3! S*FC3,2! -,S,XE,! X.3! A*3.! 3,-X*F3! 31CS.X*C! T*-! 1! T-XE*2*F3!
1VV,12(lO! ! ;Xa,BX3,H! 0H! B13! UX3AX33,U! *C! .N,! V2,1UXCW3H! XC! V1-.! +,S1F3,! =21XC.XTT`3! 1C.X.-F3.!
S21XA3p-,V,1.,U!N,-,pT1X2,U!k1.!.N,!A*3.!TFCU1A,C.12!2,E,2(l!E))!:Q(!%(!!PF-.N,-H!DE!G1'-%5=!
-,3F2.,U!XC!1UE,-3,!TXCUXCW3!*C!3,E,-12!X33F,3!-,2,E1C.!.*!.NX3!S13,d!13!1!S*C3,fF,CS,H!S*221.,-12!
,3.*VV,2!+1-3!A1CY!*T!=21XC.XTT`3!S21XA3!N,-,(!
*+H'0&"$#
!5!

21*!"$!..I)# .&(&+*1# *"(# )$*$&# *"$!$+')$# ,1*!0)# )%-'1(# J&#
(!)0!))&(#
=21XC.XTT! 122,W,3! S21XA3! T*-! U1A1W,3! 1CU! XCgFCS.XE,! -,2X,T! FCU,-! 7,S.X*C3! $! 1CU! %! *T! .N,!

7N,-A1C!DS.H!7,S.X*C!#!*T!.N,!/21Y.*C!DS.H!1CU!.N,!1C12*W*F3!3,S.X*C3!*T!.N,!^X33*F-X!1C.X.-F3.!
3.1.F.,3(!!6*C,!*T!.N,3,!S21XA3!1-,!2,W122Y!EX1+2,!1CU!=21XC.XTT!X3!+1--,U!T-*A!133,-.XCW!A*3.!*T!
.N,A!FCU,-!.N,!U*S.-XC,!*T!S*221.,-12!,3.*VV,2(!!
D(!

=21XC.XTT`3!7N,-A1C!DS.!7,S.X*C!$!/21XA!7N*F2U!R,!GX3AX33,U!

k@*!,3.1+2X3N!1!S21XA!FCU,-!h!$!*T!.N,!7N,-A1C!DS.H!1!V21XC.XTT!AF3.!U,A*C3.-1.,_!M$O!.N1.!
.N,-,!B13!1!S*C.-1S.H!S*A+XC1.X*CH!*-!S*C3VX-1SYd!M%O!.N1.!.N,!1W-,,A,C.!FC-,13*C1+2Y!-,3.-1XC,U!
.-1U,!FCU,-!,X.N,-!1!V,-!3,!-F2,!*T!X22,W12X.Y!*-!1!-F2,!*T!-,13*C!1C12Y3X3d!1CU!M>O!.N1.!.N,!-,3.-1XC.!
1TT,S.,U! XC.,-3.1.,! S*AA,-S,(l! E))! >4'')(%.1! ,((T'! %#! :&5()! ,')(.C).4(.(! 32! D'4./! <%(=(H! '!
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!
P(7FVV(%U! &KLH! ?">! MG(! ^XCC(! $KK#OH! 1##R6H! %"#! P(>U! &''! M#.N! /X-(! %"""O(! ! @N,! kS*C.-1S.H!
S*A+XC1.X*CH!*-!S*C3VX-1SYl!,2,A,C.!k-,fFX-,3!.N1.!U,T,CU1C.3!N1U!1!S*C3SX*F3!S*AAX.A,C.!.*!1!
S*AA*C!3SN,A,!U,3XWC,U!.*!1SNX,E,!1C!FC21BTF2!*+g,S.XE,(l!962!!D2.N*FWN!=21XC.XTT!-,V,1.,U2Y!
3.1.,3!.N1.!G,T,CU1C.3!1S.,U!XC!S*CS,-.H!X.!U*,3!C*.!122,W,!1CY!T1S.3!S*CS,-CXCW!1!S*AA*C!3SN,A,!
-,21.XCW!.*!1CY!1S.X*C!1W1XC3.!=21XC.XTT!*-!*.N,-!FC21BTF2!*+g,S.XE,(!!@N,-,!1-,!C*!T1S.3!-,21.XCW!.*!
1CY! S*C.1S.! *-! S*AAFCXS1.X*C! +,.B,,C! 6*E1.X*CH! 4ZDH! 1CU! \Z/! *C! .N,! *C,! N1CU! 1CU! .N,!
U,T,CU1C.3! 1CU! *.N,-! V1-.X,3! 122,W,U! .*!N1E,! U,V-XE,U!=21XC.XTT!*T!X.3!TXC1CSXCWH!-,12!,3.1.,H!1CU!
,3S-*B!3,-EXS,3(!!@N,!/*AV21XC.!122,W,3!C*!T1S.3!3FWW,3.XCW!.N1.!6*E1.X*CH!4ZDH!*-!\Z/!N1U!
1CY!aC*B2,UW,!*T!.N,!,E,C.3!-,21.XCW!.*!=21XC.XTT(!!!
^*-,*E,-H! .N,! /*AV21XC.! T1X23! .*! 122,W,! T1S.3! 3FTTXSX,C.! .*! V2,1U! 1C! 1W-,,A,C.! *-!
S*CS,-.,U! 1S.X*C! -,21.XCW! .*! W-*FV! +*YS*..H! 122*S1.X*C! *T! SF3.*A,-3H! V-XS,! -,3.-1XC.3H! *-! .YXCW!
1W-,,A,C.3(! ! PF-.N,-H! ,E,C! XT! 1C! 1W-,,A,C.! 1A*CW! U,T,CU1C.3! N1U! +,,C! V2,UH! =21XC.XTT`3!
/*AV21XC.! S*C.1XC3! C*! T1S.F12! 122,W1.X*C3! 3FWW,3.XCW! .N1.! G,T,CU1C.3`! 1W-,,A,C.! FC-,13*C1+2Y!
-,3.-1XC,U! S*AV,.X.X*Cp13! *VV*3,U! .*! 122,W,U2Y! XCgF-XCW! *C,! S*AV,.X.*-! M^,UXS12! 7FVV2YOpXC!
.N,! -,2,E1C.! A1-a,.(! ! 5C3.,1UH! =21XC.XTT! A,-,2Y! 133,-.3pBX.N*F.! T1S.F12! ,21+*-1.X*Cp.N1.! k.N,!
U,T,CU1C.3!N1E,!T*-,S2*3,U!S*AV,.X.X*C!XC!.N,!A1-a,.!T*-!N*3VX.12!3,-EXS,3(l!/*AV2(!m!%"&(!!!
knDo! V21XC.XTT! AF3.! U*! A*-,! .N1C! SX.,! -,2,E1C.! 1C.X.-F3.! 21CWF1W,! .*! 3.1.,! 1! S21XA! T*-!
-,2X,T(l! !JX!$%77&'4-1.4%'(!:).L%5O8!9'-2!32! J&5')5!:).L%5O!J)*)34(4%'8!9'-2H!K&L!P(%U!$"%%H!
$"%L!M$".N!/X-(!$KK%O(!!D!S*AV21XC.!AF3.!kV-*EXU,H!BN,C,E,-!V*33X+2,H!3*A,!U,.1X23!*T!.N,!.XA,H!
V21S,!1CU!122,W,U!,TT,S.!*T!.N,!S*C3VX-1SYd!X.!X3!C*.!,C*FWN!A,-,2Y!.*!3.1.,!.N1.!1!S*C3VX-1SY!N13!
.1a,C!V21S,(l!!H(.1.)!$%'(.52!$%2!32!>4**)5!A!E74.C!<%*64';!$%2H!$L!P(>U!%$>H!%%$!ML.N!/X-(!$KKLO!
MSX.1.X*C! 1CU! XC.,-C12! fF*.1.X*C! *AX..,UO(! ! @N,! /*AV21XC.! S*AV2,.,2Y! T1X23! .NX3! -,fFX-,A,C.(!!
=21XC.XTT!U*,3!C*.!q!1CU!S1CC*.!S*C3X3.,C.!BX.N!P,U(!)(!/XE(!=(!$$!q!122,W,!.N1.!.N,!G,T,CU1C.3!
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!
1W-,,U!BX.N!1CY*C,!.*!N1-A!=21XC.XTT(!!=21XC.XTT!C,E,-!,21+*-1.,3!*C!.N,!122,W,U!S*C3VX-1SY!*.N,-!
.N1C!.*!3XAV2Y!133,-.!.N1.!3FSN!1C!1W-,,A,C.!,QX3.3(!!R,S1F3,!*T!=21XC.XTT`3!T1X2F-,!.*!122,W,!1CY!*T!
.N,! -,fFX-,U! V1-.XSF21-3H! knUoX3AX3312! *T! n.NX3o! r+1-,! +*C,3`! 122,W1.X*C! *T! 1C.X.-F3.! S*C3VX-1SY!
BX.N*F.!1CY!3FVV*-.XCW!T1S.3!X3!1VV-*V-X1.,(l!!962!
^*-,*E,-H!=21XC.XTT!21Sa3!3.1CUXCW!.*!-,S*E,-!U1A1W,3!T*-!G,T,CU1C.3`!122,W,U!S1-.,2!.N1.!
TXQ,3! V-XS,3! *T! A,UXS12! 3FVV2X,3! 3*2U! .*! N*3VX.123! 1.! 1+*E,JA1-a,.! V-XS,3(! /*AV2(! m! L%L! Mk@N,!
VF-V*3,! *T! .N,3,! 1W-,,A,C.3! n1A*CW! U,T,CU1C.3o! B13! .*! XCgF-,! .N,! N*3VX.12! 3FVV2Y! S*C3FA,-3!
BX.N! 1-.XTXSX122Y! XCT21.,U! V-XS,3(lO! ! :E,C! XT! 3FSN! V-XS,! TXQXCW! *SSF--,UpBNXSN! X.! UXU! C*.p
=21XC.XTTH!13!1!S*AV,.X.*-!*T!.N,!122,W,U!S1-.,2!M/*AV2(!m!L>KOH!B*F2U!+,C,TX.!+Y!1CY!1W-,,A,C.!.*!
SN1-W,!NXWN!V-XS,3H!+,S1F3,!X.!S*F2U!,X.N,-!FCU,-SF.!.N,!V-XS,!.*!BXC!+F3XC,33!*-!V-*TX.!T-*A!.N,!
S1-.,2`3!V-XSXCW!kFA+-,221(l!!@N,!S13,!21B!X3!FC,fFXE*S12!.N1.!=21XC.XTT!21Sa3!3.1CUXCW!.*!S*AV21XC!
*T!!G,T,CU1C.3`!122,W,U!V-XS,JTXQXCW(!,.*1'.4-!B4-C#4)*6!$%2!32!DE,!F).5%*)&7!$%2H!LK'!\(7(!>%#H!
>>KJL"! M$KK"O! MN*2UXCW! .N1.! 1! TX-A! N13! C*.! 3FTT,-,U! 1C.X.-F3.! XCgF-Y! BN,-,! S*AV,.X.*-3! N1E,!
1W-,,U!.*!TXQ!V-XS,3Od!>1.(&(C4.1!H*)-2!9'6&(2!$%2!32!S)'4.C!B164%!$%5=2H!L?'!\(7(!'?LH!'#%J#>!
M$K#&O!M31A,O(!
@NF3H!/*FC.3!5!1CU!55!*T!.N,!/*AV21XC.!AF3.!+,!UX3AX33,U(%!!!
R(!

=21XC.XTT`3!7N,-A1C!DS.!7,S.X*C!55!/21XA!7N*F2U!R,!GX3AX33,U!

D3!1!.N-,3N*2U!A1..,-H!=21XC.XTT`3!7,S.X*C!55!S21XA!X3!+1--,U!+Y!.N,!U*S.-XC,!*T!S*221.,-12!
,3.*VV,2(! ! /*221.,-12! ,3.*VV,2! +1-3! -,2X.XW1.X*C! *T! 1C! X33F,! XT! .N,! 31A,! X33F,3! B,-,! 1S.F122Y!
2X.XW1.,U!XC!1!V-X*-!1S.X*C!1CU!U,.,-AXC,U!+YH!1CU!,33,C.X12!.*H!1!E12XU!1CU!TXC12!gFUWA,C.!XC!.N1.!
1S.X*C(!!E))8!)2;2H!9'!5)!F4=)5!,45-51#.!@4(.54Q&.4%'!E/(.)7!,'.4.5&(.!M4.4;1.4%'H!''$!P(%U!%$>H!%$K!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

%

! =21XC.XTT`3! 3.1.,! 1C.X.-F3.! S21XA3! 3N*F2U! 123*! +,! UX3AX33,U(! ! @N,! ^X33*F-X! DC.X.-F3.! DS.! S2*3,2Y! V1-122,23! .N,!
7N,-A1C!DS.(!!@)#4'%!32!$434-!$)'.)5!$%5=2H!?$#!7(0(%U!'"'H!'$"!M^*(!/.(!DVV(!$K#&O(!!^X33*F-X!3.1.,!1C.X.-F3.!
S21XA3!1-,!kS*C3.-F,U!XC!N1-A*CY!BX.N!-F2XCW!gFUXSX12!XC.,-V-,.1.X*C3!*T!S*AV1-1+2,!T,U,-12!1C.X.-F3.!3.1.F.,3(l!!^8(!
):4(! 7@D@(!h!L$&($L$d!I4(C)58!H.-2!32!I%55)(.!J2!K%')(!A!$%2H!'#&!7(0(%U!>$"H!>$>!M^*(!$K?KO!M)'!Q1'-O(!!@NF3H!
=21XC.XTT`3!1C12*W*F3!S21XA3!FCU,-!.N,!^X33*F-X!1C.X.-F3.!21B3!M/*FC.3!45!1CU!455O!AF3.!123*!+,!UX3AX33,U!T*-!.N,!
31A,!-,13*C3!.N1.!=21XC.XTT`3!T,U,-12!1C.X.-F3.!S21XA3!T1X2(!
"#$$%&'("$!
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!
M#.N!/X-(!$K??O(!!Z,-,H!.N,!UX3.-XS.!S*F-.!XC!D2E2!G1'-%5=!12-,1UY!N,2U!.N1.!=21XC.XTT`3!122,W1.X*C3!
-,W1-UXCW!.N,!-,2,E1C.!V-*UFS.!1CU!W,*W-1VNXS!A1-a,.!B,-,!2,W122Y!U,TXSX,C.(!E))!:QNX+X.!$H!1.!V(!
#(! ! =21XC.XTT`3! /*AV21XC.! 3N*F2U! .N,-,T*-,! +,! UX3AX33,U! +,S1F3,! V-*V,-! 122,W1.X*C! *T! 1! -,2,E1C.!
A1-a,.!X3!1!V-,-,fFX3X.,!*T!1!7N,-A1C!DS.!7,S.X*C!%!S21XA(!M1'.)-8!9'-2!32!:%3)**8!9'-2H!>"&!P(>U!
$"">H!$"%L!M$".N!/X-(!%""%Od!3))!;)')51**/!Y1*O)5!F5%-)((!HZ&4=28!9'-2!32!I%%6!>1-C2!A!$C)72!
$%5=2H!>#%!\(7(!$?%H!$??!M$K&'O!Mk0X.N*F.!1!U,TXCX.X*C!*T!.N1.!A1-a,.!.N,-,!X3!C*!B1Y!.*!A,13F-,!
n1!U,T,CU1C.`3o!1+X2X.Y!.*!2,33,C!*-!U,3.-*Y!S*AV,.X.X*C(lO(!
:E,C! 1V1-.! T-*A! .N,! X33F,! *T! S*221.,-12! ,3.*VV,2H! =21XC.XTT`3! V2,1UXCW3! BX.N! -,W1-U! .*!
-,2,E1C.!A1-a,.!1-,!XC3FTTXSX,C.(!!D!-,2,E1C.!A1-a,.!S*C3X3.3!*T!122!V-*UFS.3!*-!3,-EXS,3!.N1.!1-,!
-,13*C1+2Y!XC.,-SN1CW,1+2,(!!D'4.)6!E.1.)(!32!H292!6&!F%'.!6)!:)7%&5(!A!$%2H!>'$!\(7(!>??H!>K'!
M$K'&O(! ! 5C! .NX3! S13,H! =21XC.XTT! E1-X*F32Y! 122,W,3! .N1.! .N,! -,2,E1C.! A1-a,.! X3! k.N,! C1.X*CBXU,!
N*3VX.12! 3FVV2Y! A1-a,.l! *-! .N,! kC1.X*CBXU,! ,JS*AA,-S,! N*3VX.12! 3FVV2Y! A1-a,.(l! ! D! A1-a,.!
U,TXCX.X*CH!N*B,E,-H!AF3.!+,!V21F3X+2,!.*!3F-EXE,!1!A*.X*C!.*!UX3AX33(!E))!JX!$%77&'4-1.4%'(H!
K&L! P(%U! 1.! $"%#! M1TTX-AXCW! UX3AX3312! +,S1F3,! .N,! V21XC.XTT! kUXU! C*.! 122,W,! 1! -,2,E1C.! V-*UFS.!
A1-a,.! BNXSN! n.N,! U,T,CU1C.o! B13! S1V1+2,! *T! A*C*V*2XjXCWH! 1..,AV.XCW! .*H! *-! S*C3VX-XCW! .*!
A*C*V*2Xj,! XC! EX*21.X*C! *T! 3,S.X*C! %! *T! .N,! 7N,-A1C! DS.(lOd! ,6461(! ,728! 9'-2! 32! :$,,H! &L! P(!
7FVV(!%U!$"K?H!$$"%!MG(!<1C(!$KKKO!M.*!3F-EXE,!1!A*.X*C!.*!UX3AX33H!.N,!V21XC.XTT!kAF3.!122,W,!1!
-,2,E1C.! A1-a,.! .N1.! XCS2FU,3! 122! nV-*UFS.3! *-! 3,-EXS,3o! .N1.! 1-,! -,13*C1+2Y! XC.,-SN1CW,1+2,lO(!!
=21XC.XTT`3!V2,1UXCW!*T!1!-,2,E1C.!A1-a,.!X3!U,T,S.XE,!T*-!1.!2,13.!.B*!-,13*C3(!!!
PX-3.H! .N,! A1-a,.! S1CC*.! +,! 2XAX.,U! .*! kN*3VX.12! 3FVV2X,3! .N-*FWN! ,JS*AA,-S,l! 3XAV2Y!
+,S1F3,!.N1.!X3!.N,!*C2Y!B1Y!.N1.!=21XC.XTT!V21C3!.*!3,22!N*3VX.12!3FVV2X,3(!!knDoC!1C.X.-F3.!V21XC.XTT!
A1Y!C*.!U,TXC,!1!A1-a,.!3*!13!.*!S*E,-!*C2Y!.N,!V-1S.XS,!S*AV21XC,U!*TH!.NX3!B*F2U!+,!SX-SF21-!*-!
1.! 2,13.! -,3F2.J*-X,C.,U! -,13*CXCW(l! ,6461(! ,72H! &L! P(! 7FVV(! %U! 1.! $$"%(! ! )1.N,-H! .N,! A1-a,.!
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!
122,W,U!XC!1!S*AV21XC.!AF3.!+,!gF3.XTX,U!.N-*FWN!1VV2XS1.X*C!*T!.N,!-,2,E1C.!2,W12!V-XCSXV2,3!T*-!
A1-a,.!U,TXCX.X*C(!!D3![FUW,!41C!R,++,-!C*.,U_!!
r0N,-,!n1C!1C.X.-F3.o!V21XC.XTT!T1X23!.*!U,TXC,!X.3!V-*V*3,U!-,2,E1C.!
A1-a,.! BX.N! -,T,-,CS,! .*! .N,! -F2,! *T! -,13*C1+2,! XC.,-SN1CW,1+X2X.Y!
1CU! S-*33J,213.XSX.Y! *T! U,A1CUH! *-! 122,W,3! 1! V-*V*3,U! -,2,E1C.!
A1-a,.! .N1.! S2,1-2Y! U*,3! C*.! ,CS*AV133! 122! XC.,-SN1CW,1+2,!
3F+3.X.F.,!V-*UFS.3!,E,C!BN,C!122!T1S.F12!XCT,-,CS,3!1-,!W-1C.,U!XC!
V21XC.XTT`3! T1E*-H! .N,! -,2,E1C.! A1-a,.! X3! 2,W122Y! XC3FTTXSX,C.! 1CU! 1!
A*.X*C!.*!UX3AX33!A1Y!+,!W-1C.,U(`!
,6461(!,72H!&L!P(!7FVV(!%U!1.!$$"%!MfF*.XCW!U&))'!$4./!F4VV18!9'-2!32!@%74'%R(!F4VV18!9'-2H!$%L!
P(>U!L>"H!L>&J>?!M>U!/X-(!$KK?O!1CU!S*22,S.XCW!S13,3O(!
!

7,S*CUH! 1! V21XC.XTT! S21XAXCW! A*C*V*2Xj1.X*C! AF3.! 122,W,! .N1.! .N,! U,T,CU1C.! V*33,33,3!

kA*C*V*2Y! V*B,-! XC! .N,! -,2,E1C.! A1-a,.Hl! 1CU! 1! V21XC.XTT! S21XAXCW! 1..,AV.,U! A*C*V*2Xj1.X*C!
AF3.! 122,W,! .N1.! .N,! U,T,CU1C.! N13! 1! kU1CW,-*F3! V-*+1+X2X.Y! *T! 3FSS,33! XC! A*C*V*2XjXCW! .N,!
-,2,E1C.! A1-a,.(l!!I&**!@51L!F5%6&-.4%'(!32!H1(.%'!E=%5.(8!9'-(H!$#%!P(>U!?L'H!?'&!M$".N!/X-(!
$KKKO(! ! 7V,SXTXS122YH! knXoC! *-U,-! .*! 3F3.1XC! 1! SN1-W,! *T! A*C*V*2Xj1.X*C! *-! 1..,AV.,U!
A*C*V*2Xj1.X*CH! 1! V21XC.XTT! AF3.! 122,W,! .N,! C,S,331-Y! A1-a,.! U*AXC1.X*C! *T! 1! =15.4-&*15!
6)#)'61'.(l!!<2M2!<1/6)'!$%2!%#!:)L!N%5O8!9'-2!32!E4)7)'(!>)62!E/(28!9'-2H!#?K!P(%U!$""'H!$"$#!
M%U!/X-(!$K#KO!M,AVN13X3!1UU,UO!M-,g,S.XCW!1..,AV.!.*!3N*B!U1CW,-*F3!V-*+1+X2X.Y!*T!3FSS,33!+Y!
1WW-,W1.XCW!3N1-,3!*T!.B*!U,T,CU1C.3O(! !=21XC.XTT! U*,3! C*.!122,W,! .N1.!6*E1.X*CH!4ZDH!*-! \Z/!
N13! A1-a,.! V*B,-! *-! .N,! U1CW,-*F3! V-*+1+X2X.Y! *T! 1SfFX-XCW! A1-a,.! V*B,-(! ! )1.N,-H! =21XC.XTT!
122,W,3! *C2Y! .N1.! BN,C! .N,! A1-a,.! 3N1-,! *T! 6*E1.X*C! 1CU! *C,! *T! X.3! S*AV,.X.*-3! =-,AX,-! X3!
1WW-,W1.,UH!.N*3,!,C.X.X,3!,Cg*Y!1!?"s!3N1-,(!!/*AV2(!m!$%"(!!Z*B,E,-H!*C2Y!.N,!3N1-,3!*T!.N,!
XCUXEXUF12! G,T,CU1C.3! S1C! +,! F3,U! .*! ,3.1+2X3N! 1! EX*21.X*C! *T! 7,S.X*C! %(! ! R,S1F3,! .N,! A1-a,.!
3N1-,! *T! 6*E1.X*C! 1CU! =-,AX,-! S1CC*.! +,! 1WW-,W1.,U! T*-! VF-V*3,3! *T! ,3.1+2X3NXCW! 1! 7,S.X*C! 55!
S21XAH!/*FC.3!555H!54H!4555H!1CU!5I!AF3.!+,!UX3AX33,U!T*-!T1X2F-,!.*!3.1.,!1!S21XA(!
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!
/(!

=21XC.XTT`3!5C.,-2*SaXCW!GX-,S.*-1.,3!/21XA!7N*F2U!R,!GX3AX33,U!

=21XC.XTT! S21XA3! U1A1W,3! T*-! XC.,-2*SaXCW! UX-,S.*-1.,3! XC! VF-V*-.,U! EX*21.X*C! *T! $'!
\(7(/(D(!h!$K(!!@N1.!V-*EX3X*C!*T!.N,!/21Y.*C!DS.!V-*NX+X.3!1!V,-3*C!T-*A!3,-EXCW!13!1!UX-,S.*-!
1CU!*TTXS,-!*T!.B*!S*-V*-1.X*C3!M*.N,-!.N1C!S,-.1XC!+1CaXCW!,C.X.X,3!1CU!.-F3.!S*AV1CX,3O!.N1.!1-,!
,CW1W,U!XC!S*AA,-S,!1CU!k+Y!EX-.F,!*T!.N,X-!+F3XC,33!1CU!2*S1.X*C!*T!*V,-1.X*CH!S*AV,.X.*-3H!3*!
.N1.!.N,!,2XAXC1.X*C!*T!S*AV,.X.X*C!+Y!1W-,,A,C.!+,.B,,C!.N,A!B*F2U!S*C3.X.F.,!1!EX*21.X*C!*T!
1CY!*T!.N,!1C.X.-F3.!21B3l!+F.!*C2Y!XT!,1SN!*T!.N,!S*-V*-1.X*C3!A,,.!S,-.1XC!S1VX.12H!3F-V2F3H!1CU!
V-*TX.! +,CSNA1-a3! 3,.! T*-.N! XC! .N,! 3.1.F.,(! ! E))! $'! \(7(/(D(! h! $KM1OM$O(! ! @N,-,! 1-,! 123*! S,-.1XC!
,QS,V.X*C3!.*!.N,!V-*NX+X.X*C!1W1XC3.!3FSN!UF12!3,-EXS,!+13,U!*C!.N,!1A*FC.!*T!S*AV,.X.XE,!312,3!
*T!.N,!S*AV1CX,3(!!962!1.!M%O(!!!
Z*B,E,-H!.N,!/*F-.!C,,U!C*.!V1-3,!.N,!S-X.,-X1!T*-!1!EX*21.X*C!1CU!.N,!,QS,V.X*C3!XC!*-U,-!
.*!UX3AX33!.NX3!V1.,C.2Y!U,TXSX,C.!S21XA(!!=21XC.XTT!T1X23!.*!V2,1U!BN*!.N,!XC.,-2*SaXCW!UX-,S.*-3!1-,H!
*C!BNXSN!S*AV1CX,3`!+*1-U3!.N,Y!3,-E,H!1CU!.N,!-,fFX3X.,!T1S.3!.*!3N*B!.N1.!.N,!S*AV1CX,3!1-,!
S*AV,.X.*-3! FCU,-! .NX3! 3,S.X*C! *T! .N,! /21Y.*C! DS.(! ! =21XC.XTT`3! 122,W1.X*C3! XC! /*FC.! 4! *T! X.3!
/*AV21XC.H!BNXSN!U*!C*.NXCW!A*-,!.N1C!SX.,!.N,!3.1.F.,!1CU!1CC*FCS,!X.3!EX*21.X*C!XC!S*CS2F3*-Y!
.,-A3H! U*! C*.! ,E,C! 1..,AV.! .*! 3,.! T*-.N! .N,! -,fFX-,U! T1S.F12! ,2,A,C.3! *T! 1! S21XA! FCU,-! .NX3!
V-*EX3X*C(!!/*FC.!4!3N*F2U!+,!UX3AX33,U(!
!!5!

21*!"$!..# .*!1)# $-# *11&H&# $%&# +&K'!+&0&"$)# .-+# *# 1&H*113#
D!*J1&#.+*'(#,1*!0#
=21XC.XTT! 133,-.3! 1! S21XA! T*-! T-1FU! 1CU! U,S,X.! 1W1XC3.! G,T,CU1C.3(! ! @N,! ,2,A,C.3! *T!

T-1FUF2,C.! AX3-,V-,3,C.1.X*C! 1-,_! ! M$O!1! T123,H! A1.,-X12! -,V-,3,C.1.X*Cd! M%O!.N,! 3V,1a,-`3!
aC*B2,UW,! *T! X.3! T123X.Y! *-! NX3! XWC*-1CS,! *T! X.3! .-F.Nd! M>O!.N,! 3V,1a,-`3! XC.,C.! .N1.! X.! 3N*F2U! +,!
1S.,U! FV*C! +Y! .N,! N,1-,-! XC! .N,! A1CC,-! -,13*C1+2Y!S*C.,AV21.,Ud!MLO!.N,!N,1-,-`3!XWC*-1CS,! *T!
.N,!T123X.Y!*T!.N,!3.1.,A,C.d!M'O!.N,!N,1-,-`3!-,2X1CS,!*C!X.3!.-F.NH!1CU!.N,!-XWN.!.*!-,2Y!.N,-,*Cd!1CU!
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!
M&O!V-*QXA1.,!XCgF-Y(!!F5)74&7!I4'1'-4';!E=)-41*4(.(8!9'-2!32!<&**4'H!K"!7(0(>U!$$"H!$$'!M^*(!
DVV(!0(G(!%""%O(!
@N,! /*F-.! C,,U! C*.! W*! TF-.N,-! .N1C! .N,! TX-3.! -,fFX-,A,C.! XC! *-U,-! .*! UX3AX33! .NX3! S21XA!
1W1XC3.!G,T,CU1C.3(!!6*BN,-,!XC!.N,!/*AV21XC.!X3!.N,-,!1C!122,W1.X*C!.N1.!G,T,CU1C.3!A1U,!1CY!
3.1.,A,C.H!T123,!*-!*.N,-BX3,H!.*!=21XC.XTT(!!=21XC.XTT!.NF3!S*AV2,.,2Y!T1X23!.*!31.X3TY!+13XS!V2,1UXCW!
-,fFX-,A,C.3H! 2,.! 12*C,! .N,! A*-,! 3.-XCW,C.! V2,1UXCW! -,fFX-,A,C.3! T*-! T-1FU! S21XA3! FCU,-! )F2,!
KM+O(!!E))!9'!5)!M4#)-%5)!G4%7)64-1*8!9'-2!E)-2!M4.4;(H!$'K!P()(G(!'$>H!'$&!MG(!^XCC($KK>O!Mk@*!
V133!AF3.,-!FCU,-!)F2,!KM+OH!.N,!S*AV21XC.!AF3.!122,W,!.N,!.XA,H!V21S,H!3V,1a,-!1CU!3*A,.XA,3!
,E,C! .N,! S*C.,C.! *T! .N,! 122,W,U! AX3-,V-,3,C.1.X*C(lO! ! @NF3H! =21XC.XTT`3! T-1FU! S21XA! T1X23! 1.! .N,!
.N-,3N*2U(!
!!!5!

21*!"$!..# .*!1)# $-# *11&H&# $%&# +&K'!+&0&"$)# .-+# *# 1&H*113#
D!*J1&#,1*!0#-.#$-+$!-')#!"$&+.&+&",&#
=21XC.XTT! S21XA3! .N1.! G,T,CU1C.3! .*-.X*F32Y! XC.,-T,-,U! BX.N! k.-F3.! 1SS*FC.3! BX.N!

\(7(!R1Cal! 1CU! 3*A,! FCaC*BC! VF.1.XE,! 312,! *-! 2,13,! 1--1CW,A,C.! BX.N! k],C,-12! :2,S.-XS!
@-1C3V*-.1.X*C!/*(l!/*AV2(!m!'>"(!!@*-.X*F3!XC.,-T,-,CS,!BX.N!1!S*C.-1S.!*-!+F3XC,33!,QV,S.1CSY!
-,fFX-,3!V21XC.XTT!.*!V2,1U!.N,!T*22*BXCW!,2,A,C.3_!!kM$O!1!S*C.-1S.!*-!E12XU!+F3XC,33!,QV,S.1CSYd!
M%O!U,T,CU1C.`3!aC*B2,UW,!*T!.N,!S*C.-1S.!*-!-,21.X*C3NXVd!M>O!1C!XC.,C.X*C12!XC.,-T,-,CS,!+Y!.N,!
U,T,CU1C.! XCUFSXCW! *-! S1F3XCW! 1! +-,1SN! *T! .N,! S*C.-1S.! *-! -,21.X*C3NXVd! MLO!1+3,CS,! *T!
gF3.XTXS1.X*Cd!1CU!M'O!U1A1W,3(l!!,-)./*)')!01(!$%2!32!"*43)5H!K>K!7(0(%U!L"LH!L"#!M^*(!DVV(!
:(G(!$KK&O(!!!
:E,C! 133FAXCW! .N,-,! B,-,! 1! E12XU! S*C.-1S.! *-! +F3XC,33! ,QV,S.1CSY! XCE*2E,UH! =21XC.XTT!
BN*22Y!T1X23!.*!122,W,!.N1.!G,T,CU1C.3!aC,B!1+*F.!X.!*-!XC.,C.X*C122Y!XC.,-T,-,U!BX.N!3FSN!S*C.-1S.!
*-!+F3XC,33!,QV,S.1CSY(!!5CU,,UH!.N,!/*AV21XC.!X3!U,E*XU!*T!1CY!T1S.3!.*!gF3.XTY!1C!XCT,-,CS,!*T!
aC*B2,UW,!*-!XC.,C.X*C(!!5C3.,1UH!=21XC.XTT!XAV,-AX33X+2Y!-,2X,3!*C!X.3!S*CS2F3*-Y!1CU!XAV-*V,-2Y!
"#$$%&'("$!
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!
V2,U! 122,W1.X*C3! .N1.! G,T,CU1C.3! 1S.,U! XC! S*C3VX-1SY! BX.N! ,1SN! *.N,-! BX.N! -,W1-U! .*! 122! .N,!
S*CUFS.! XC! .N,! /*AV21XC.! XC! *-U,-!.*! .-Y! .X,! G,T,CU1C.3! .*! +1CaXCW! 1CU! -,12! ,3.1.,! .-1C31S.X*C3!
+,.B,,C!=21XC.XTT!1CU!*.N,-!V1-.X,3!.N1.!6*E1.X*CH!4ZDH!1CU!\Z/!N1U!C*.NXCW!.*!U*!BX.N(!!
!D5!

21*!"$!..I)# ,-021*!"$# ,-"$+*(!,$)# $%&# J*)!)# .-+# *# +&,-D&+3#
.-+# 2+!0*# .*,!&# $-+$L# $%*$# ,1*!0# $%&+&.-+&# )%-'1(# J&#
(!)0!))&(#
=21XC.XTT!BN*22Y!T1X23!.*!1U,fF1.,2Y!V2,1U!.N,!,2,A,C.3!*T!1!=5471!#1-4)!.*-.(!!@N,!3V,SXTXS!

,2,A,C.3! *T!1!=5471!#1-4)!.*-.!S21XA!1-,_!!M$O!1C!XC.,C.X*C12!21BTF2!1S.!+Y!.N,!U,T,CU1C.d!M%O!1C!
XC.,C.! .*! S1F3,! XCgF-Y! .*! .N,! V21XC.XTTd! M>O!XCgF-Y! .*! .N,! V21XC.XTTd! 1CU! MLO!1C! 1+3,CS,! *T! 1CY!
gF3.XTXS1.X*C!*-!1C!XC3FTTXSX,C.!gF3.XTXS1.X*C!T*-!.N,!U,T,CU1C.`3!1S.(!!B4-)!32!<%61==H!K$K!7(0(%U!
%L"H!%L'JL&!M^*(!$KK&O!M,C!+1CSOd!M%C()!32!E.2!M%&4(!$C4*65)'R(!<%(=4.1*8!9'-2H!&L&!7(0(%U!$>"H!
$>$!M^*(!/.(!DVV(!$K#?Od!Y4*.!32!P1'(1(!$4./!,5)1!J51'(=2!,&.C%54./H!&%K!7(0(%U!&&KH!&?%!M^*(!
DVV(!0(G(!$K#%O(!!P1X2F-,!.*!V2,1U!.N1.!.N,!U,T,CU1C.!S*AAX..,U!1C!XC.,C.X*C12!21BTF2!1S.!X3!T1.12!
.*!1!S21XA!T*-!=5471!#1-4)!.*-.(!!G516*)/!32!B1/H!K"L!7(0(%U!>"%H!>$'!M^*(!/.(!DVV(!$KK'O(!
@N,!.N-F3.!*T!1!=5471!#1-4)!.*-.!S21XA!X3!.N,!XC.,C.X*C12!FCU,-.1aXCW!*T!1C!*.N,-BX3,!21BTF2!
1S.H! BNXSN! X3! U*C,! BX.N! .N,! XC.,C.! .*! S1F3,! XCgF-Y! .*! .N,! V21XC.XTTH! 1CU! BNXSN! X3! BX.N*F.! 1CY!
-,S*WCXj,U! gF3.XTXS1.X*C(! ! Z,-,! V21XC.XTT! T1X2,U! .*! 122,W,! 1S.X*C! +Y! .N,! U,T,CU1C.3! BNXSN! X3! +*.N!
XC.,C.X*C12!1CU!21BTF2(!!5C!T1S.H!V21XC.XTT!3V,SXTXS122Y!122,W,3!.N,!k1S.3!1CU!1S.XEX.X,3!*T!U,T,CU1C.3!
1-,!3.X22!&'*1L#&*!1'6!#51&6&*)'.(l!/*AV2(!m!'&L!M,AVN13X3!1UU,UO(!
D5!

21*!"$!..# %*)# .*!1&(# $-# )$*$&# *# ,-H"!M*J1&# ,1*!0# '"(&+# $%&#
+!,-#)$*$'$&#

!

5C!*-U,-!.*!-,S*E,-!FCU,-!.N,!)1Sa,.,,-XCW!5CT2F,CS,U!/*--FV.!8-W1CXj1.X*C3!DS.!M)5/8OH!

.N,!V21XC.XTT!AF3.!122,W,!kM$O!S*CUFS.!M%O!*T!1C!,C.,-V-X3,!M>O!.N-*FWN!1!V1..,-C!MLO!*T!-1Sa,.,,-XCW!
1S.XEX.Y(l! Y4(6%7! 32! I45(.! >46L)(.! G1'O8! %#! F%=*15! G*&##H! $&?! P(>U! L"%H! L"&! M#.N! /X-(! $KKKO!
MSX.XCW! E)64718! E2F2B2M2! 32! 975)W! $%28! 9'-(H! L?>! \(7(! L?KH! LK&! M$K#'OO(! ! =21XC.XTT! N13! T1X2,U! .*!
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!
,3.1+2X3N!.N,!V-,UXS1.,!1S.3!*T!-1Sa,.,,-XCW!1CU!.N,!V1..,-C!,2,A,C.3!*T!.N,!3.1.F.*-Y!-,fFX-,A,C.3!
1CUH!S*C3,fF,C.2YH!U*,3!C*.!S*A,!S2*3,!.*!133,-.XCW!1!EX1+2,!)5/8!S21XA(!!PF-.N,-A*-,H!=21XC.XTT!
T1X23! .*! 1U,fF1.,2Y! 122,W,! 1C! XCgF-Y! .*! +F3XC,33! *-! V-*V,-.Y! 13! 1! -,3F2.! *T! .N,! 122,W,U! )5/8!
EX*21.X*C(!!@NX3!/*F-.!3N*F2U!UX3AX33!/*FC.!I4!*T!.N,!/*AV21XC.(!
D(!
!

=21XC.XTT`3!D22,W1.X*C3!),W1-UXCW!.N,!)1Sa,.,,-XCW!DS.XEX.Y!1-,!P-XE*2*F3!

PX-3.H! =21XC.XTT! 1..,AV.3! .*! ,3.1+2X3N! 1! V1..,-C! *T! -1Sa,.,,-XCW! +Y! 122,WXCW! V-,UXS1.,! 1S.3!

FCU,-!3.1.F.,3!.N1.!N1E,!C*.NXCW!.*!U*!BX.N!.N,!S*CUFS.!122,W,U!XC!.N,!/*AV21XC.(!!=21XC.XTT!S21XA3!
X.! B13! XCgF-,U! +Y! 1! EX*21.X*C! *T! $#! \(7(/(! h! $'">H! BNXSN! V-*NX+X.3! .N-,1.3! 1W1XC3.! 1CU!
XC.XAXU1.X*C!*T!k1CY!W-1CU!*-!V,.X.!gF-*-H!*-!*TTXS,-!XC!*-!*T!1CY!S*F-.!*T!.N,!\CX.,U!7.1.,3H!XC!.N,!
UX3SN1-W,! *T! NX3! UF.Yl! *-! .N,! XCgF-Y! .*! 3FSN! gF-*-! *-! gFUXSX12! *TTXS,-(! /*AV2(! m! '#L(! ! =21XC.XTT!
S21XA3! .N1.! G,T,CU1C.3! EX*21.,U! .NX3! 3.1.F.,! +Y! kXAV2XSX.2Y! -1.XTnYXCWol! 7NFWN1-.! @N*AV3*C! 9!
<X2-*Y`3! TX2XCW! *T! 1! kT1SX122Y! E*XU! ,.NXS3! S*AV21XC.l! 1W1XC3.! =21XC.XTT`3! S*FC3,2! R-,.! ;1CU-X.N(!!
/*AV2(!mm!'#%H!'#'(!!M@N,-,!1-,!C*!3V,SXTXS!122,W1.X*C3!3FWW,3.XCW!.N1.!6*E1.X*CH!4ZDH!*-!\Z/!
N1U!1CY.NXCW!.*!U*!BX.N!.N,!,.NXS3!S*AV21XC.(O!!6*.!*C2Y!U*,3!1C!,.NXS3!S*AV21XC.!C*.!,fF1.,!.*!
.N,!.N-,1.3H!T*-S,!*-!XC.XAXU1.X*C!A1U,!S-XAXC12!+Y!.NX3!3.1.F.,H!=21XC.XTT!A*-,!TFCU1A,C.122Y!,--3!
+Y! XWC*-XCW! .N,! 2XAX.1.X*C! *T! .N,! 3S*V,! *T! .N,! 3.1.F.,! .*! gF-*-3! 1CU! *TTXS,-3! *T! .N,! S*F-.! *T! .N,!
\CX.,U!7.1.,3(!!^-(!;1CU-X.N!X3!1!V-XE1.,!1..*-C,Y(!!5C!S*C3.-FXCW!1!3XAX21-2Y!B*-U,U!3.1.F.,H!.N,!
\(7(!7FV-,A,!/*F-.!N13!U,TXC,U!.N,!.,-A!*TTXS,-!*T!.N,!/*F-.!.*!,QS2FU,!V-XE1.,!1..*-C,Y3H!C*.XCW!
.N1.!k1C!1..*-C,Y!B13!C*.!1C!r*TTXS,-`!BX.NXC!.N,!*-UXC1-Y!A,1CXCW!*T!.N1.!.,-Al!XC!.N,!A1CC,-!XC!
BNXSN!A1-3N123H!+1X2XTT3H!S*F-.!S2,-a3!*-!gFUW,3!1-,(!!$177)5!32!D2E2H!>'"!\(7(!>KKH!L"'!M$K'&O(!!
k\C2Xa,!.N,3,!*TTXSX123!1!21BY,-!X3!,CW1W,U!XC!1!V-XE1.,!V-*T,33X*CH!XAV*-.1C.!.N*FWN!X.!+,!.*!*F-!
3Y3.,A!*T!gF3.XS,(!5C!W,C,-12!N,!A1a,3!NX3!*BC!U,SX3X*C3H!T*22*B3!NX3!*BC!+,3.!gFUWA,C.H!S*22,S.3!
NX3! *BC! T,,3! 1CU! -FC3! NX3! *BC! +F3XC,33(! @N,! B*-U! t*TTXS,-t! 13! X.! N13! 12B1Y3! +,,C! 1VV2X,U! .*!
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!
21BY,-3!S*CE,Y3!fFX.,!1!UXTT,-,C.!A,1CXCW!T-*A!.N,!B*-U!t*TTXS,-t!13!1VV2X,U!.*!V,*V2,!3,-EXCW!13!
*TTXS,-3!BX.NXC!.N,!S*CE,C.X*C12!A,1CXCW!*T!.N1.!.,-A(l!!962!!!
7XAX21-2YH!=21XC.XTT!SX.,3!$#!\(7(/(!h!$'$>H!BNXSN!V-*3S-X+,3!-,.12X1.X*C!1W1XC3.!1!BX.C,33H!
EXS.XAH! *-! XCT*-A1C.! T*-! V-*EXUXCW! 1CY! 21B! ,CT*-S,A,C.! *TTXS,-! .-F.NTF2! XCT*-A1.X*C! 1+*F.! 1!
T,U,-12!*TT,C3,!*-!.N,!1..,CU1CS,!*T!1!BX.C,33!*-!V1-.Y!.*!1C!*TTXSX12!V-*S,,UXCW(!/*AV2(!m!'#&(!!
DW1XCH! =21XC.XTT! 122,W,3! .NX3! 3.1.F.,! B13! EX*21.,U! +Y! .N,! ,.NXS3! S*AV21XC.! 2*UW,U! 1W1XC3.! ^-(!
;1CU-X.N(!!Z*B,E,-H!.N,-,!1-,!C*!T1S.F12!122,W1.X*C3!.N1.!^-(!;1CU-X.N!*-!=21XC.XTT!B13!1!BX.C,33H!
EXS.XAH! *-! XCT*-A1C.! BN*! V-*EXU,U! 1! 21B! ,CT*-S,A,C.! *TTXS,-! XCT*-A1.X*C! -,21.XCW! .*! 1!
S*AAX33X*C!*T!1!T,U,-12!*TT,C3,!*-!1..,CU,U!1C!*TTXSX12!V-*S,,UXCW!-,21.,U!.N,-,.*(!!@NX3!3.1.F.,H!
.N,-,T*-,H!U*,3!C*.!1VV2Y(!
=21XC.XTT`3! Z*++3! DS.! S21XA! M$#! \(7(/(! h! $K'$O! X3! 3XAX21-2Y! T-XE*2*F3(! ! =21XC.XTT! S21XA3!
.N1.!\(7(!R1CS*-V`3!.N-,1.!*T!TX2XCW!1!\7D!=1.-X*.!DS.!3F3VXSX*F3!1S.XEX.Y!-,V*-.!Mk7D)lO!1W1XC3.!
=21XC.XTT! XC! S*CC,S.X*C! BX.N! =21XC.XTT`3! 1..,AV.! .*! V-*SF-,! +1CaXCW! 3,-EXS,3! T-*A! \7! R1Ca! X3!
V-*NX+X.,U! +Y! .N,! Z*++3! DS.! BNXSN! 1VV2X,3! .*! 1! V,-3*C! BN*! k*+3.-FS.3H! U,21Y3H! *-! 1TT,S.3!
S*AA,-S,! (! (! (! +Y! -*++,-Y! *-! ,Q.*-.X*C! *-! (! (! (! S*AAX.3! *-! .N-,1.,C3! VNY3XS12! EX*2,CS,! .*! 1CY!
V,-3*C!*-!V-*V,-.Y!XC!TF-.N,-1CS,!*T!1!V21C!*-!VF-V*3,!.*!U*!1CY.NXCW!XC!EX*21.X*Cl!*T!.N,!3.1.F.,(!!
@NX3! S21XA! X3! *+EX*F32Y! U,T,S.XE,(! ! PX-3.H! =21XC.XTT! T1X23! .*! 122,W,! .N1.! 6*E1.X*CH! 4ZDH! *-! \Z/!
N1U! 1CY! XCE*2E,A,C.! XC! .N-,1.,CXCW! .*! TX2,! 1! 7D)! 1W1XC3.! =21XC.XTT(! ! 7,S*CUH! TX2XCW! 1! 7D)! X3!
*+EX*F32Y! C*.! EX*2,C.(! ! D3! .N,! Z*++3! DS.! U,TXC,3! ,Q.*-.X*CH! X.! AF3.! ,X.N,-! XCE*2E,! kT*-S,H!
EX*2,CS,! *-! T,1-! *-! FCU,-! S*2*-! *T! *TTXSX12! -XWN.(l! ! $#! \(7(/(! h! $K'$M+O(! ! @NX-UH! .N,-,! X3! C*!
122,W1.X*C!.N1.!G,T,CU1C.3!1S.,U!FCU,-!kS*2*-!*T!*TTXSX12!-XWN.(l!!G,T,CU1C.3!1-,!V-XE1.,!V1-.X,3(!!
k=-XE1.,! V,-3*C3! N1E,! +,,C! S*CEXS.,U! *T! ,Q.*-.X*C! FCU,-! S*2*-! *T! *TTXSX12! -XWN.H! +F.! .N,3,! S13,3!
N1E,!+,,C!2XAX.,U!.*!*C,3!XC!BNXSN!1!V,-3*C!A13fF,-1U,U!13!1!VF+2XS!*TTXSX12H!B13!XC!.N,!V-*S,33!
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!
*T!+,S*AXCW!1!VF+2XS!*TTXSX12H!*-!1XU,U!1CU!1+,..,U!1!VF+2XS!*TTXSX12`3!-,S,XV.!*T!A*C,Y!.*!BNXSN!
N,!B13!C*.!,C.X.2,U(l!!>'!/([(7(!:Q.*-.X*C!h!$%!M%""%O!MSX.XCW!D2E2!32!J%7Q*4'H!L&!P(>U!$>&K!M'.N!
/X-(! $KK'Od! D2E2! 32! >-$*14'H! K>L! P(%U! #%%H! #%KJ#>"! M?.N! /X-(! $KK$OO(! ! @N,-,! 1-,! C*! 3FSN!
122,W1.X*C3!XC!.NX3!S13,(!
!

PXC122YH! =21XC.XTT! S21XA3! .N1.! S,-.1XC! 122,W,U! .N,T.3! *T! k+F3XC,33! V21C3H! 12W*-X.NA3H!

S*CTXU,C.X12!V-*V-X,.1-Y!+F3XC,33!A*U,23H!SF3.*A,-!1CU!133*SX1.,!2X3.3l!T-*A!=21XC.XTT!XC!%""%!1CU!
T-*A! 1C! ,C.X.Y! S122,U! ^,UXS12! 7FVV2Y! ^1C1W,A,C.! XC! $KK'! 1CU! $KK&! S*C3.X.F.,U! 1! S-XAXC12!
XCT-XCW,A,C.!*T!S*VY-XWN.(!/*AV2(!mm!'#?J##(!!@N,-,!1-,!CFA,-*F3!U,T,S.3!XC!=21XC.XTT`3!V2,1UXCW!
BX.N!-,W1-U!.*!.NX3!V-,UXS1.,!1S.(!!PX-3.H!.N,!122,W,U!XCT-XCW,A,C.!XC!$KK'!1CU!$KK&!X3!*F.3XU,!.N,!
2XAX.1.X*C3!V,-X*U!T*-!)5/8(!!E))!,;)'-/!<%*64';!$%5=2!32!>1**)/?@&##!A!,((%-((H!L#>!\(7(!$L>H!
$'&!M$K#?O!MN*2UXCW!.N1.!SXEX2!)5/8!1S.X*C3!1-,!W*E,-C,U!+Y!1!T*F-JY,1-!3.1.F.,!*T!2XAX.1.X*C3O(!!
7,S*CUH!.N,!122,W,U!S-XAXC12!XCT-XCW,A,C.3!XC!$KK'!1CU!$KK&!B,-,!C*.!,E,C!122,W,U!.*!N1E,!+,,C!
3FTT,-,U! +Y! =21XC.XTTH! +F.! -1.N,-! +Y! 1! 3,V1-1.,! ,C.X.Y! C*.! V1-.Y! .*! .NX3! V-*S,,UXCW(! ! PXC122YH! 1CU!
V,-N1V3!A*3.!TFCU1A,C.122YH!=21XC.XTT3!N1E,!C*.!122,W,U!T1S.3!-,W1-UXCW!.N,!3F+g,S.!*T!.N,!122,W,U!
.N,T.3! .N1.! B*F2U! 3N*B! .N1.! .N,Y! 1-,! .N,! .YV,! *T! 2X.,-1-YH! AF3XS12H! U-1A1.XSH! SN*-,*W-1VNXSH!
VXS.*-X12H!A*.X*C!VXS.F-,H!3*FCUH!*-!1-SNX.,S.F-12!B*-a3!.N1.!1-,!.N,!3F+g,S.!*T!S*VY-XWN.!21BH!())!
;)')51**/!$?!\(7(/(!h!$"%H!*-!.N1.!6*E1.X*CH!4ZDH!*-!\Z/!N1U!1CY!S*CC,S.X*C!.*!.N,!122,W,U!
.N,T.!*T!.NX3!XCT*-A1.X*C(!
R(!

=21XC.XTT!Z13!6*.!DU,fF1.,2Y!=2,1U,U!.N,!=1..,-C!:2,A,C.!*T!1!)5/8!4X*21.X*C!

=21XC.XTT! N13! 123*! T1X2,U! .*! 122,W,! .N,! V1..,-C! -,fFX-,U! T*-! 1! )5/8! S21XA(! ! @N,! 7FV-,A,!
/*F-.!N13!N,2U!.N1.!u.*!V-*E,!1!V1..,-C!*T!-1Sa,.,,-XCW!1S.XEX.Y!1!V21XC.XTT!(!(!(!AF3.!3N*B!.N1.!.N,!
-1Sa,.,,-XCW! V-,UXS1.,! 1S.3! 1-,! -,21.,U! 1CU! .N1.! .N,Y! 1A*FC.! .*! *-! V*3,! 1! .N-,1.! *T! S*C.XCF,U!
S-XAXC12! 1S.XEX.Y(u! ! <2! K28! 9'-2! 32! :%5.CL)(.)5'! G)**! $%(H! LK%! \(7(! %%KH! %>K! M$K#KO(! ! k5.! X3! .NX3!
T1S.*-! *T! S*C.XCFX.Y! V2F3! -,21.X*C3NXV! BNXSN! S*A+XC,3! .*! V-*UFS,! 1! V1..,-C(l! ! 96(! MSX.1.X*C!
"#$$%&'("$!
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!
*AX..,UO(!!),21.,UC,33!A1Y!+,!,3.1+2X3N,U!XT!.N,!1S.3!N1E,!.N,!u31A,!*-!3XAX21-!VF-V*3,3H!-,3F2.3H!
V1-.XSXV1C.3H!EXS.XA3H!*-!A,.N*U3!*T!S*AAX33X*C(l!!5U(!1.!%L"(!!/*C.XCFX.YH!XC!.F-CH!-,fFX-,3!,X.N,-!
k1!S2*3,U!V,-X*U!*T!-,V,1.,U!S*CUFS.l!*-!kV13.!S*CUFS.!.N1.!+Y!X.3!C1.F-,!V-*g,S.3!XC.*!.N,!TF.F-,!
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS
MEDICAL SUPPLY CHAIN, INC.,
Plaintiff,
v.
NOVATION, LLC, et al.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. 2:05-cv-2299-KHV-GLR

NOVATION, LLC, VHA INC.,
UNIVERSITY HEALTHSYSTEM CONSORTIUM
ROBERT BAKER AND CURT NONOMAQUE’S
RENEWED MOTION TO DISMISS COMPLAINT
FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF THIS COURT:
Defendants Novation, LLC (“Novation”), VHA Inc. (“VHA”), University Healthsystem
Consortium (“UHC”), Robert Baker, and Curt Nonomaque (collectively, “Defendants”)
respectfully request that the Court dismiss Plaintiff’s Complaint with prejudice pursuant to
Rules 9(b) and 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
INTRODUCTION
1.

In this lawsuit, Plaintiff is asserting claims that have already been dismissed twice

by this Court in two prior lawsuits presided over by Judge Murguia. Plaintiff tried to avoid a
third dismissal by crossing state lines and bringing these claims in the U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Missouri. When Defendants moved for transfer of the case to this Court,
Plaintiff contended that transfer was improper because Kansas was a lawless state and that the
Kansas judiciary was complicit in a scheme to harass and intimidate witnesses. Rejecting that
groundless argument and Plaintiff’s attempts to forum shop based on a dissatisfaction with the
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outcome of the prior cases, the U.S. District Court of Missouri has transferred this case back to
this Court.
2.

During the period of time this case was pending in the U.S. District Court for the

Western District of Missouri, Defendants sought transfer of this case to this Court and, in the
alternative, a dismissal of the complaint for failure to state a claim. Because the U.S. District
Court for the Western District of Missouri granted Defendants’ request for transfer, it did not
reach the Motion to Dismiss. Thus, Defendants now file this renewed Motion to Dismiss for
Failure to State a Claim.
3.

Plaintiff’s Complaint seeks several billions of dollars in damages arising from

Plaintiff’s inability to lease desired office space, to obtain financing, and to establish escrow
accounts allegedly necessary to enter into the market to provide hospital supplies in e-commerce.
Plaintiff asserts that these harms flowed from a vast conspiracy involving, inter alia, various
entities and individuals in the nationwide hospital supply market, venture capital firms, a bank, a
law firm, the owner of an office building, and a magistrate of the U.S. District Court for Kansas.

PRIOR ACTIONS
4.

This is not the first time Plaintiff has raised these claims. Indeed, this lawsuit is

substantially similar to claims asserted in two prior suits, both of which were dismissed on the
pleadings. Plaintiff originally filed a lawsuit against many of these same defendants in the
United States District Court for the District of Kansas in 2002, styled Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
v. US Bancorp, NA, et al., Civil Action No. 02-2539-CM (Judge Carlos Murguia) (the “US
Bancorp Case”). In that case, Plaintiff asserted virtually identical claims arising out of the same
transactions and same set of operative facts as are alleged here even though Plaintiff was warned

2
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by the District Court in its order dismissing the complaint in that case “to take greater care in
ensuring that the claims he brings on his clients’ behalf are supported by the law and the facts.”
See Memorandum and Order, at p. 11 (attached as Exhibit 1). Indeed, the district judge noted,
with regard to Plaintiff’s USA Patriot Act violations (which are also made here) that “plaintiff’s
allegation [is] so completely divorced from rational thought that the court will refrain from
further comment . . . .” See Exhibit 1 at pp. 14-15. The Tenth Circuit affirmed the District
Court’s dismissal. Because the Tenth Circuit concluded that Plaintiff’s appeal was not supported
by the law or the facts, it ordered Plaintiff and its counsel to show cause why it should not be
sanctioned for filing a frivolous appeal. Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. US Bancorp, NA, 2004
WL 2504653, *1 (10th Cir. 2004).
5.

In June of 2003, Plaintiff filed suit in the District Court of Kansas against many of

the GE-related parties alleged to be unnamed co-conspirators in this action. That case was styled
Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., Civil Action No. 03-2324-CM
(Judge Carlos Murguia) (the “GE case”). That case also involved many of the same factual and
legal allegations as alleged here. In the District Court’s order dismissing that suit, the Court
noted that the federal antitrust claims failed “at the most fundamental level.” See Memorandum
and Order, at p. 5 (attached as Exhibit 2). The 10th Circuit recently affirmed the dismissal of
that complaint and held that Rule 11 sanctions against Plaintiff were appropriate because the
Complaint alleged frivolous claims against an individual officer of GE without any allegations
that the officer had any connection to Plaintiff’s injury. See Medical Supply Chain v. General
Elec.Co., et al., Case No. 04-3075 (10th Cir. July 26, 2005) (attached as Exhibit 3).
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GROUNDS FOR DISMISSAL
6.

Undeterred by the Tenth Circuit’s and the Kansas District Court’s admonitions

regarding Plaintiff’s attorney’s Rule 11 responsibilities, that same attorney has now filed this
Complaint which is substantially similar to his defective actions in the US Bancorp and GE
cases. The Complaint is incoherent, e.g. Complaint at p. 114 (seeking an injunction during the
“pungency [sic] of this action” and damages for Plaintiff’s stakeholders including the town of
Blue Springs, Missouri and “the injury of the 2000 hospitals loosing [sic] money due to high
supply costs”), and irrational, e.g. Complaint at ¶ 89 (blaming the deaths of “at least 41,206
Americans” on the increasing health care costs due to the Defendants’ actions in foreclosing
Plaintiff’s entry into the market).
7.

What is clear upon a reading of the Complaint, however, is that it states no legally

viable claim. In fact, the new Complaint repairs none of the fundamental legal defects and
pleading insufficiencies of the prior cases, and adds some new ones. Moreover, many claims are
now foreclosed by collateral estoppel grounds. As is explained further in the accompanying
Suggestions in Support of Novation, LLC, VHA, Inc., and University Healthsystem
Consortium’s Motion To Dismiss Complaint For Failure To State A Claim, Plaintiff’s claims
should be dismissed by this Court with prejudice on the following grounds:
!

Plaintiff’s federal and state antitrust claims should be dismissed because: (1)
Plaintiff is collaterally estopped from asserting such claims; (2) Plaintiff wholly
fails to allege concerted action; (3) Plaintiff fails to sufficiently allege monopoly
power or the elements of attempt to monopolize; (4) Plaintiff fails to adequately
allege harm to competition, rather than merely harm to Plaintiff, a single
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competitor; (5) Plaintiff lacks standing to assert the claims; and, (6) Plaintiff fails
to plead any of the required elements for a claim for interlocking directors.
!

Plaintiff fails to plead the existence of a misleading statement or omission made
by Defendants to Plaintiff; therefore, Plaintiff’s fraud claim should be dismissed.

!

Plaintiff fails to plead that Defendants knew about or intentionally interfered with
the contracts with which Plaintiff claims Defendants tortiously interfered.

!

Plaintiff’s allegations actually contradict the basis for recovery under the theory
of prima facie tort.

!

Plaintiff’s RICO claim fails due to the lack of a viable claim of a racketeering act
or pattern and an injury that can be remedied under RICO.

!

Plaintiff’s USA Patriot Act claim against Defendants must be dismissed because:
(1) there is no private right of action under the USA Patriot Act; (2) that claim is
barred by principles of collateral estoppel; and, (3) Plaintiff has failed to plead
facts sufficient to show that Defendants had any involvement with or knowledge
of a filing under that statute.
PRAYER

WHEREFORE, for all of these reasons, Defendants request that the Court dismiss with
prejudice Plaintiff’s Complaint and granting Defendants all other relief to which they are
entitled.
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HUSCH & EPPENBERGER, LLC

By:

/s/ John K. Power
John K. Power, # 70448
1200 Main Street, Suite 1700
Kansas City, MO 64105
Telephone: (816) 421-4800
Facsimile: (816) 421-0596

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS NOVATION,
LLC, VOLUNTEER HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,
CURT NONOMAQUE, UNIVERSITY
HEALTHSYSTEM CONSORTIUM, ROBERT J.
BAKER
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on August 9, 2005, I electronically filed the foregoing with the clerk
of the court by using the CM/ECF system which will send a notice of electronic filing to the
following::
Andrew M. DeMarea
Jonathan H. Gregor
Kathleen Ann Hardee
Bret D. Landrith
Mark A. Olthoff

ademarea@stklaw.com
jgregor@stklaw.com
khardee@stklaw.com
landrithlaw@cox.net
molthoff@stklaw.com
/s/ John K. Power
John K. Power
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